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Preface
The Sixth International Conference on Advances in Computing and Information Technology
(ACITY 2016) was held in Chennai, India, during July 23~24, 2016. The Seventh International
Conference on VLSI (VLSI 2016), The Sixth International Conference on Artificial Intelligence,
Soft Computing and Application (AIAA 2016) and The Third International Conference on
Computer Networks & Data Communications (CNDC 2016) were collocated with the ACITY2016. The conferences attracted many local and international delegates, presenting a balanced
mixture of intellect from the East and from the West.
The goal of this conference series is to bring together researchers and practitioners from academia
and industry to focus on understanding computer science and information technology and to
establish new collaborations in these areas. Authors are invited to contribute to the conference by
submitting articles that illustrate research results, projects, survey work and industrial experiences
describing significant advances in all areas of computer science and information technology.
The ACITY-2016, VLSI-2016, AIAA-2016, CNDC-2016 Committees rigorously invited
submissions for many months from researchers, scientists, engineers, students and practitioners
related to the relevant themes and tracks of the workshop. This effort guaranteed submissions
from an unparalleled number of internationally recognized top-level researchers. All the
submissions underwent a strenuous peer review process which comprised expert reviewers. These
reviewers were selected from a talented pool of Technical Committee members and external
reviewers on the basis of their expertise. The papers were then reviewed based on their
contributions, technical content, originality and clarity. The entire process, which includes the
submission, review and acceptance processes, was done electronically. All these efforts
undertaken by the Organizing and Technical Committees led to an exciting, rich and a high
quality technical conference program, which featured high-impact presentations for all attendees
to enjoy, appreciate and expand their expertise in the latest developments in computer network
and communications research.
In closing, ACITY-2016, VLSI-2016, AIAA-2016, CNDC-2016 brought together researchers,
scientists, engineers, students and practitioners to exchange and share their experiences, new
ideas and research results in all aspects of the main workshop themes and tracks, and to discuss
the practical challenges encountered and the solutions adopted. The book is organized as a
collection of papers from the ACITY-2016, VLSI-2016, AIAA-2016, CNDC-2016.
We would like to thank the General and Program Chairs, organization staff, the members of the
Technical Program Committees and external reviewers for their excellent and tireless work. We
sincerely wish that all attendees benefited scientifically from the conference and wish them every
success in their research. It is the humble wish of the conference organizers that the professional
dialogue among the researchers, scientists, engineers, students and educators continues beyond
the event and that the friendships and collaborations forged will linger and prosper for many
years to come.
Natarajan Meghanathan

Jan Zizka
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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing technology has experienced exponential growth over the past few years. It
provides many advantages for both individuals and organizations. However, at the same time,
many issues have arisen due to the vast growth of cloud computing. Organizations often have
concerns about the migration and utilization of cloud computing due to the loss of control over
their outsourced resources and cloud computing is vulnerable to risks. Thus, a cloud provider
needs to manage the cloud computing environment risks in order to identify, assess, and
prioritize the risks in order to decrease those risks, improve security, increase confidence in
cloud services, and relieve organizations’ concerns on the issue of using a cloud environment.
Considering that a conventional risk management framework does not fit well with cloud
computing due to the complexity of its environment, research in this area has become
widespread. The aim of this paper is to review the previously proposed risk management
frameworks for cloud computing and to make a comparison between them in order to determine
the strengths and weaknesses of each of them. The review will consider the extent of the
involvement and participation of consumers in cloud computing and other issues.

KEYWORDS
Cloud Computing; Risk Management & Information Security

1. INTRODUCTION
Cloud computing is a new paradigm shift in the technological industry which will continue to
grow and develop in the next few years. The rate of organizations migrating to a cloud computing
environment is increasing daily due to its advantages [1, 2]. The major cloud computing
advantages which benefit organizations are: high scalability and flexibility in organizations’
resources in order to meet peak time demand, excellent reliability and availability in that
resources can be accessed from anywhere and at any time, and there is no upfront cost for
installing and managing the software and hardware infrastructure [3, 4, 5, 6].
On the other hand, cloud computing also has brought many risks to organizations due to the fact
that they outsource IT resources which make services completely managed and delivered by a
third party. Therefore, such organizations might lose control over how they secure their
environment and they might be concerned with privacy and security as the new technology is a
Natarajan Meghanathan et al. (Eds) : ACITY, VLSI, AIAA, CNDC - 2016
pp. 01–11, 2016. © CS & IT-CSCP 2016
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major source of new vulnerabilities in these areas [7, 8, 9, 10]. Therefore, it is important to
establish several controls which will work together to decrease the risks, provide layered security,
increase confidence in cloud services, and relieve the fear of using a cloud computing
environment. Risk management is one of the cloud computing environment controls which aims
to assess and manage risks related to cloud computing and to prevent those risks from impacting
business goals.
This paper will provide a systematic review of the previously proposed risk management
frameworks for cloud computing environments. The paper will be organized as follows. In
section II, an overview of the two main subjects – cloud computing and risk management – will
be provided. Section III will include reviews of relevant work on previously proposed cloud
computing risk management frameworks. Section IV will present the advantages and
disadvantages of each of them. Section V will include a discussion of the results of the review
and a comparison of the frameworks. Section VI will conclude the paper and will include
recommendations for future work in this area.

2. BACKGROUND
2.1. Cloud Computing
Cloud computing is a new type of computing model extended from distributed computing,
parallel computing, and grid computing. It provides various additional features to users such as
secure, quick, and convenient data storage and a net computing service centred on the Internet.
The factors that have propelled the frequency of occurrence and development of cloud computing
include the development of grid computing, the appearance of high-quality technology in storage
and data transportation, and the appearance of Web 2.0 – especially the development of
virtualization [11]. Cloud computing consists of five essential characteristics: on-demand selfservice, broad network access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity, and measured service [12, 13].
Cloud computing generally provides services on three main diverse levels [14, 15]. These models
are:
• Software as a Service (SaaS) – cloud computing delivers an application which is already
customied with all of the required hardware, software, operating system, and network to be
accessible by various consumers (regardless of their location) by using the Internet without the
need to install software on the servers [16].
• Platform as a Service (PaaS) – cloud computing offers a developmental environment and all
the developers’ requirements (such as software tools, libraries, programming languages, and
services for cloud consumers to develop or install their own software and applications). The
applications are then delivered to the users via the Internet [17].
• Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) – cloud computing offers fundamental computing resources
(such as processing, servers, storage, and networks) and virtualization technology for
consumers to install and run their own operating systems and applications [18].
Furthermore, cloud computing services can be deployed in four ways dependent on consumers’
requirements [19]. These four deployment models are:
• Public Cloud – the cloud infrastructure and computing resources are made available to public
consumers over a public network. Multiple organizations can work on and access the provided
infrastructure at the same time. The public cloud model is controlled and managed by a third
party: a cloud provider [5, 20].
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• Private Cloud – cloud services are dedicated only to a specific consumer (organization) and
offer the highest security of client data and greater control over the cloud infrastructure. A
private cloud may be managed and owned by the organization itself or a cloud provider [21].
• Community Cloud – in a community cloud, the cloud infrastructure is provisioned for a group
of consumers (organizations) which have the same shared demands. They can share resources
by using the connections between the associated organizations. The community cloud is
similar to a private cloud in that it can be managed and owned either by the relevant
community organizations or a cloud provider [5, 20].

• Hybrid Cloud – A hybrid cloud is a mixture of two or more types of cloud deployment models
(public, private, or community) which are connected together to allow for the transfer of data
and application between them but without affecting each other [21].

2.2. Risk Management
Organizations usually face and are exposed to several types of risk (e.g. policy, programme,
operational, project, financial, human resources, technological, health, safety, and political risks)
[22]. The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) defined risk as “the effect of
uncertainty on objectives”. Otherwise, the risk is expressed as a combination of the consequences
of an event and the associated probability of occurrence [23].
Risk management is a systematic mechanism for managing the risks or threats facing an
organization in order to enable it to recognize the events that may result in unfortunate or
damaging consequences and to establish the best course of action for identifying, assessing,
understanding, acting on, and communicating risk issues [22, 24]. Risk management adds value
and offers many objectives to an organization. Some of these objectives are: increasing system
security, protecting and enhancing the organization’s assets, making well-informed decisions, and
optimizing operational efficiency [25, 26].

3. RISK MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORKS IN CLOUD COMPUTING
The researchers’ efforts are based on three different perspectives on cloud computing risk
assessment. The first proposed risk assessment frameworks can be used only by a cloud
computing consumer. It was suggested that, in some cases, risk should be transferred to the cloud
provider or a trusted third party [27, 28]. However, these researchers ignore the fact that the cloud
provider owns and manages the infrastructure of the cloud environment and cannot disclose their
security models and procedures to anyone who might be a malicious user. On the other hand,
other researchers have proposed risks should only be assessed by the cloud provider, without
taking into account the importance of involving the cloud consumers in the process because the
cloud provider is the real owner of the data and the only party who knows the real value of the
assets in the cloud environment [29, 30]. Thereafter, some researchers believed in the importance
of involving the consumers in the risk assessment process [31, 32, 33]. When and to what extent
the consumers are involved in this process was considered differently by the different proposed
risk assessment frameworks.

3.1. Risk Management by Cloud Consumers
Saripalli and Walters [27] presented a quantitative framework by which the impact and risk of
cloud security (based on the Federal Information Processing Standards (FIPS)) can be assessed
[25]. Thus, in addition to the security objectives already defined by the US Federal Information
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Security Management Act (FISMA) for information and information systems – confidentiality,
integrity, and availability – Saripalli and Walters added three more security objectives in the
context of cloud platforms – multiparty trust, mutual auditability, and usability. These six security
objectives of cloud platforms are referred to as the CIAMAU framework. The typical threats and
events are mapped into one or more of these six categories. Saripalli and Walters assessed risk as
a combination of the probability of a security threat event and its measured consequence or
impact. The probability of a threat event is assessed by using statistical data and the impact of a
threat event is evaluated based on expert opinions by using the modified Wideband Delphi
method to collect the necessary information [34].
Tanimoto, et al. [28] considered the risk factors in cloud computing from a consumer’s viewpoint
based on the risk breakdown structure (RBS) method. Their study aimed to address three main
security subjects in terms of the cloud environment: the security guarantees in a disclosure
environment, the existence of two or more stakeholders, and mission critical data problems. They
classified the risk factors into three main divisions: risks for a company which is introducing
cloud computing, risks for a cloud service provider, and risks for others. Therefore, in terms of
risk analysis, a hybrid method has been proposed based on a quantitative decision tree analysis
and the qualitative risk matrix method. Thus, the risk matrix method categorizes risk into four
classifications in accordance with the degree of incidence and generation frequency: risk
avoidance, risk mitigation, risk acceptance, and risk transference. Consequently, the analyzed and
evaluated risks and a detailed countermeasure and proposal have been produced based on these
results.

3.2. Risk Management by a Cloud Provider
Fito, et al. [29] proposed a semi-quantitative BLO-driven cloud risk assessment (SEBCRA)
approach which is based on the Federation of European Risk Management Association’s
standards [35]. Fito, et al.’s risk management procedure aims to determine the risk impacts (either
positive or negative) on the level of the business objectives (BLOs) of a given cloud organization
instead of its impact on the whole cloud environment. Therefore, their risk management
framework involves these steps: SEBCRA (the overall process of risk analysis and evaluation),
risk reporting and communication, risk treatment, and risk monitoring. SEBCRA was proposed as
it is a core sub-process by which cloud risks can be prioritized according to their impact and
consequences on different BLOs. In the risk analysis process, Fito, et al. used a standard level
matrix to extract the risk level estimation (RLE) as the output for each of the affected BLOs,
which is the product of the risk probability and its impact on the BLO. Thus, any risks in which
RLE is within unacceptable ranges and has a negative impact on the BLOs are avoided and this
has the benefit of leading to an improvement in achieving the BLOs.
Zhang, et al. [30] presented an information risk management framework for cloud computing
which covers all cloud service models and cloud deployment models. The framework is based on
the evolving ISO/IEC 27001 standards [36], the NIST risk management guide for information
technology systems [25], and the Booz Allen Hamilton information security governance [37].
Furthermore, it is similar to the traditional standard quality management (Plan, Do, Check, Act)
cycle of continuous improvement and involves seven processes: selection of the relevant critical
areas, strategy and planning, risk analysis, risk assessment, risk mitigation, the assessment and
monitoring programme, and risk management review. Thus, Zhang, et al. focused on critical areas
in cloud computing which must be protected and designed in order to protect the security
objectives of information assets: confidentiality, integrity, and availability. In addition, risk
analysis and assessment processes, threats, vulnerability identification, and assessment of the
output from the identification can ascertain the risk levels (High, Medium, and Low) of relevant
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critical areas which were selected previously from 12 critical areas which address both tactical
and strategic security.

3.3. Risk Management by Cloud Providers and Consumers
Almorsy, et al. [31] proposed a security management framework aimed at improving
collaboration between cloud providers, service providers, and service consumers in terms of
managing the security of the cloud platform and the hosted services. Cloud consumers are advised
to participate in every step of the risk assessment processes in order to extend their security
management process (SMP) to include cloud-hosted assets. The framework has been introduced
based on aligning the NIST-FISMA standard with the cloud computing model [38]. Almorsy, et
al.’s framework consists of three main layers: a management layer, an enforcement layer, and a
feedback layer. The framework includes six main phases: service security categorization, security
controls selection, security controls implementation, security controls assessment, service
authorization, and security monitoring. Their security management framework can be applied to
each developed and deployed service in cloud computing and it is considered the overall security
categorization for each service.
Xie, et al. [32] presented a risk management framework which includes users, providers, and third
party agencies. The main aim of their framework is for cloud providers to ascertain a user’s
requirements clearly and to enhance the trust between them. The framework is composed of five
basic processes: user requirement self-assessment, cloud service providers’ desktop assessment,
risk assessment, third party agencies review, and continuous monitoring. In the user requirement
self-assessment phase, the user should determine the required cloud computing service and
deployment model and the security level of authentication, access control, auditing, data integrity,
etc. in order to determine potential cloud providers based on these selections. Thus, the aims of
the cloud providers’ desktop assessment phase are to evaluate the plans of those candidates and to
review their past security levels. The risk assessment phase consists of seven stages: preparation
of the risk assessment, asset identification, threat identification, vulnerability identification,
existing security measures, risk analysis, and risk assessment documentation. The third party
agencies review phase involves authoritative security evaluation institutions (including the review
group and expert group) which review the procedures of the security assessment plan of the user.
Albakri, et al. [33] proposed a security risk assessment framework based on the SaaS model with
a public deployment model based on the ISO/IEC 27005 standard. The framework considered
both the cloud provider and the cloud consumer in the risk assessment process by providing a
dynamic relationship between them. They aim to balance the realistic results which will derive
from the participation of consumers and the potential complexity which may occur due to their
involvement. Thus, cloud computing consumer participation in risk management processes is
limited to only three tasks: determining the regulatory and legal requirements, determining the
security risk factors, and getting feedback from the cloud provider and applying the required
security tasks. Therefore, their framework consists of six phases: context establishment, risk
assessment, risk treatment, risk acceptance, risk communication and consultation, and risk
monitoring and review. In the context establishment process, each consumer should start its own
context establishment for its data which will move to the cloud environment to define legal
compliance. Furthermore, the same applies to the risk assessment process. Each consumer should
identify the risk for its own data which will move to the cloud. Thereafter, the cloud provider will
be able to perform a risk analysis and the rest of the processes for its entire infrastructure and
consumers’ data.

4. RISK MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORKS PROS AND CONS
There is no perfect risk management framework and, due to the complexity of the cloud
computing environment, there are many reasons which could make a framework more effective
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or which could reduce its effectiveness. Table 1 below represents the strengths and weaknesses of
each of the above mentioned security risk management frameworks which have been proposed
for use in a cloud computing environment.
Table 1. Risk Management Frameworks Advantages and Disadvantages.
Research
paper

Advantages

Disadvantages
• It requires the careful and precise
collection of input data for a probability
calculation of threat events, which needs
to be used to assess cloud computing
risks.

Saripalli and
Walters

• The approach is fully iterative
convergence and enables a
comparative assessment of the
relative robustness of different
cloud vendor offerings in a
defensible manner.
• It proposes three additional
specific security objectives for a
cloud
environment
to
be
appropriate for a cloud security
risk assessment.

• It only focuses on risk assessment,
which is only one step in the risk
management process. The remaining
steps are still required.
• A quantitative risk assessment method
has been used; thus, the results may be
confusing and even imprecise. In
addition, the method is expensive and
requires solid experience with advanced
tools.
• The risk assessment has focused only on
the cloud consumer and has overlooked
that the cloud provider is the manager
and owner of the cloud infrastructure.

• This approach analyses and
ascertains the risk factors of
cloud computing and gives
detailed countermeasures.
Tanimoto, et
al.

Fito, et al.

• It uses a combination of
quantitative
and
qualitative
methods for risk analysis and
achieved the advantages of both.
It has avoided bias and
inaccuracy in the assessment
results.
• This approach evaluates the
impact of cloud risks on the
BLOs of a cloud organization,
instead of considering the
impacts on the whole cloud
environment. It therefore has
strong focus and precision.
• It uses a combination of
quantitative
and
qualitative
methods for risk analysis and
achieves the advantages of both.
It has avoided bias and
inaccuracy in the assessment
results.

• It lacks a risk identification process for
the threats, vulnerabilities, and assets of
a cloud computing environment.
• The risk factors were ascertained only
from the consumers’ viewpoints and the
approach overlooked that the cloud
provider is the manager and owner of
the cloud infrastructure.

• There is no explanation for the risk
identification method, which is an
important and critical process in the risk
assessment of cloud environment.
• The impact of risks has been evaluated
based only on the BLOs of a cloud
provider and has overlooked consumers’
objectives and the fact that the cloud
consumer is the real owner of the data
assets.

Computer Science & Information Technology (CS & IT)

• The risk management was semi-static

• The risk management was based
Zhang, et al.

on selecting critical areas in a
cloud computing environment,
which makes the risk assessment
process strongly focused.

because the list of critical areas was
fixed. This may make the risk
assessment of the cloud environment
inflexible and some of the risks may be
ignored.

• A qualitative risk assessment method
was followed. This makes the costs and
benefits analysis during the selection of
recommended controls difficult.

• The risk management has focused only
on the cloud provider and has
overlooked that the cloud consumer is
the real owner of the data assets.

• This approach tackles the loss of
trust and security control
problems by enabling cloud
consumers to extend their SMP to
include cloud-hosted assets.
Almorsy, et
al.

• It mitigates the loss of control for
cloud providers in terms of the
hosted services developed by
other parties.

• The

security
management
framework
was
undertaken
separately for each of the
provided services. This is where
the problem of multi-tenancy lies.

• Cloud consumers were involved in
every step of the risk assessment
processes. This complicates the risk
assessment processes, particularly when
the number of consumers increases.

• A qualitative risk assessment method
was followed. This makes the costs and
benefits analysis during the selection of
recommended controls difficult.

• Consumer involvement was not really

Xie, et al.

• This approach analyses the
security status of cloud service
providers by reviewing historical
incidents.
• It
introduces
third
party
assessment agency to ensure the
effectiveness and safety of cloud
computing applications.

considered to be active in the risk
assessment process, which is only able
to decide the security level in general
and to select a cloud computing service
and deployment model.

• Consumers are only involved in
determining the appropriate cloud
providers based on their requirements.

• A qualitative risk assessment method
was followed. This makes the costs and
benefits analysis during the selection of
recommended controls difficult.

• There is a lack of risk treatment or
acceptance in terms of the appropriate
action to be taken for each risk.
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• The involvement of consumers involves
notifying them at each phase that their
participation is needed and completion
of their responses must be awaited. This
could disrupt or delay the process.

• This approach activates the
involvement of consumers in the
risk management process.
Albakri, et al.

• It tries to balance between the
benefits of the participation of
consumers and the complexity
caused thereby.

• The cloud computing consumer does
not participate in risk treatment and
acceptance. It is the consumer who
experiences the risks to its own assets
and, therefore, they should make the
decision.

• A qualitative risk assessment method
has been followed. This makes the costs
and benefits analysis during the
selection of recommended controls
difficult.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Based on the review of several frameworks proposed previously by different authors, it can be
confirmed that the traditional risk management may fail and may not fit well with a cloud
computing environment. Thus, the strengths and weaknesses of those frameworks lead to a
conclusion that some of key issues should be taken into account when applying a risk
management framework to a cloud computing environment. These issues are outlined as follows:
• The involvement of consumers in the risk management process is important because they are
the only ones who know the value of their assets.
• Consumer participation should not be limited to the extent of inactivity and consumers should
not be involved in each step to the extent of complicating the process.
• Context establishment and risk identification (sub-processes of risk assessment) are critical
processes in risk management.
• The participation of cloud consumers in the risk treatment process is significant due to the fact
that they are part of the problem; therefore, they must be a part of the solution.
• It is preferable for the risk assessment process to be performed for each of the provided
services separately in order to handle conflicts in the consumers’ security requirements, due to
the multi-tenancy feature of cloud computing.
• The conflict between consumers which appears in the risk identification process should be
handled well in order to implement their security requirements and to achieve consumer
satisfaction.
• It is advisable to use a combination of quantitative and qualitative methods in the risk analysis
process in order to benefit therefrom and to avert their disadvantages.
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6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The conventional risk management framework does not fit well with a cloud computing
environment due to its specific characteristics. Therefore, several studies have been conducted on
risk management in cloud computing. There are no specific criteria by which a risk management
framework can be considered very bad or very good. A perfect risk management framework
cannot be achieved. On the other hand, a particular framework can be decided on the basis of
whether it is appropriate and effective or not based on a cloud environment.
This paper has reviewed the previously proposed risk management frameworks in cloud
computing with specific regards to the participation of consumers therein and has determined the
strengths and weaknesses of each. It was concluded that some specific issues are important when
proposing a risk management framework for a cloud computing environment.
In future work, the researchers hereof propose a new risk management framework which takes the
advantages of the previously proposed risk management frameworks and averts their
disadvantages.
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ABSTRACT
The paper proposes a method to assess short answer written by student using friendship matrix,
representation of friendship graph. The Short Answer is a type of answer which is based on
facts. These answers are quite different from long answers and Multiple Choice Question
(MCQ) type answers. The friendship graph is a graph which is based on friendship condition
i.e. the nodes have only one common neighbor. Friendship matrix is the matrix form of the
friendship graph. The student answer is stored in a friendship matrix and the teacher answer is
stored in another friendship matrix and both the matrices are compared. Based on the number
of errors encountered from student answer an error marks is calculated and that number is
subtracted from full marks to get student grade.

KEYWORDS
Friendship Graph, Friendship Matrix, Short Answer, Triplets

1. INTRODUCTION
Now-a-days various types of students’ answers are evaluated by the examination systems. One is
multiple choice questions answering which checks whether the student has marked the correct
option or not. Another type is long answers which grades the student based on the content and
writing style. The third type is the Short Answers (SA). SA are the type of answers, based on
facts and concepts. Computer Assisted Assessment is common term for assessing student grades.
This has become quite popular today because of the errors that humans make while evaluating an
answer. To use computers for checking Multiple Choice Question (MCQ) type answers is very
popular nowadays because of its speed and reliability. The development of Optical Mark
Recognition (OMR) sheets have made it possible for examiners/examination system to use MCQ
questions for conducting their examination. But MCQ questions do not test the true knowledge of
the students. So there is need to check the student answers both short and long answers with the
help of computer system. This paper proposes a system which can be used for marking SA by
using computer system.
Generally there are 3 categories by which a SA can be marked. First, using statistical technique a
SA can be marked. This is done by matching the student answer to the percentage of matching to
the model answer by using various statistical techniques. Secondly using information extraction
technique where the information is extracted from the text and those concepts are matched with
the model answer. Third is the natural language technique which find the semantic meaning of
Natarajan Meghanathan et al. (Eds) : ACITY, VLSI, AIAA, CNDC - 2016
pp. 13–22, 2016. © CS & IT-CSCP 2016
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answer through parsing and finally compare it with instructors answer and assign the final
scores[5].
This paper proposes a method by which the SA can be graded. It proposes a system which
compare friendship matrices of given answers and model answers and accordingly provides the
grade. It also provides a frame work by which the subject, predicate and object of each sentence is
extracted teraining the semantic meaning of each sentence. So, this grading procedure takes into
account semantic meaning of each and every statement. In this procedure the semantic meaning
of the student answer is checked with semantic meaning of the model answer. This algorithm is a
variation from C-Rater as it enters concepts from teacher answer one sentence at a time and stores
it in a friendship matrix. Similarly the student answer is stored in another friendship matrix and is
compared with the teacher answer to check how many concepts exactly matchs and then it is
graded accordingly.
In this paper Section 2 deals with related work in automated SA grader, Section 3 deals with
terminologies associated with this paper, Section 4 deals with the problem definition, Section 5
deals with the proposed method for SA grading and Section 6 is the Conclusion.

2. RELATED WORK
Normally automated SA grading can be graded into 5 eras.
Era 1 is the concept mapping technology where the following systems like ATM, C-Rater,
Wang’08. The idea of concept mapping is to check whether a particular concept is present in the
student answer or not and then grade accordingly. Concept mapping is based on the sentence
level. Another technique is the facet mapping which is derived from concept mapping. Facets are
the words and triples and any concept can be broken into facets.
The ATM (Automated Text Marker) breaks the student answer and teacher answer into concepts
which are of few words and matches them to find the common concept and then it is assessed
accordingly. The C Rater is aimed at to match the sentence level concepts between teacher and
student answers. The two answers are compared by representing the texts using variation of
syntax, anaphora, morphology, synonyms, and spelling correction. The teacher answers are
entered as separate sentence for each every concept. Only one concept is assessed at a time. It
gives a higher accuracy than other conceptual raters.
Era II is the Information Extraction technology where the following technologies like AutoMark,
e max were developed. Since SA are usually expected to provide specific ideas and hence can be
modeled by templates. Information extraction uses pattern matching, and also can extract
structured data from unstructured sources and represent structured data as tuples.
Era III is using corpus based technology where the following technologies like Willow, Mohler09 were developed. They use the statistical properties of large document corpora. Normally these
methods are used for large texts but also can be effectively applied for SA also. But the
correctness of student answer is limited only to the teacher answer vocabulary and can be
increased by including synonyms and bilingual parallel corpora.
Era IV is the use of Machine Intelligence Learning technology where systems like e examiner and
CAM was developed. These techniques uses the measurements extracted from natural language
processing and combine them to form a single grade using classification or regression model.
Era V is the evolution era. This era is independent of methods. In this case the researchers all over
the world compete in various competitions and tournaments [5].
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3. TERMINOLOGY
3.1.
.1. Friendship Graph and Friendship Matrix
A graph is called a friendship graph if every pair of its nodes has exactly one common neighbor.
This condition is called the friendship condition [2]. This graph is used to model the subject
subjectpredicate-object
object structure of a sentence. A friendship matrix is the relational or tabular structure
of the friendship graph. In this case the common node (neighbor) is associated with the other
nodes i.e. subjects
ects and objects. The relation or table name is the common node and the subjects &
objects are the nodes that are associated with it.

Figure 1: A friendship graph
Table Name: V (the common node)
SUBJECT

PREDICATE

S1

O1

S2

O2

S3

O3

S4

O4

Table 1: The Friendship Matrix which is derived from the Friendship Graph

The friendship graph structure is an ideal structure to store the RDF triplets. The common node
can be used as the common MAIN PREDICATE, with the neighboring connected nodes as
Subjects and Objects. Now this friendship graph structure can be saved in a matrix form by
making the common MAIN PREDICATE as the TABLE NAME with PRE PREDICATE,
SUBJECT and OBJECT as the column names.
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SUBJECT
PRE
PREDICATE

PRE SUBJECT

OBJECT

MAIN SUBJECT

PRE
OBJECT

MAIN
OBJECT

POST
OBJECT

Table 2: A friendship matrix to represent the above friendship graph

Since the number of friendship matrix tables is going to be large so there will be a lot of
overhead costs. So instead of maintaining individual friendship matrices we can save it in a single
table with the following structure:
Common
main
Predicate
Predicate1

Corresponding Table

Pre Predicate

Subject
Pre
Main
Subject
Subject

Pre Object

Object
Main
Object

Post
Object

Table 3: Final Friendship Matrix to store all the subject-predicate-object triplets derived from teacher
student answer

3.2. Sentence Extraction
The sentence extraction algorithm extracts individual sentences from the document. We assume
that the individual sentences are separated by full stops. By analyzing the full stops the sentence
is extracted and each individual sentence is passed to the Co Reference Resolution pass one after
another [4].

3.3. Natural Language Processing Techniques [4]
a. Co Reference Resolution (CRR) Pass: In this pass all the entities are recognized which
are single words or a block of sequential words. Entities refer to any name, place etc.
CRR attempts to find the words in a sentence that refers to an entity and replaces these
references with the target entity. Then this modified sentence is passed to tokenization
and parts of speech tagger.
b. Tokenization and Part of Speech Tagger: Each Sentence is tokenized and part of speech
is tagged for each and every word. Then this tokenized sentence is sent to Full parsing
phase.
c. Full parsing phase: In this case the sentence is written in Penn Tree Bank style which
shows the phrasal structure and attachments. The nesting level is denoted by using tabs.
Then this parse tree is sent for split coordinating conjunction phase.
d. Split Coordinating Conjunction Phase: Complex sentences are broken into simple
sentences based on conjunction..
e. Extract Dependent Clauses: Sentences with dependent clauses, known as complex
sentences in linguistics—as opposed to simple sentences with a single clause—are
common in text. A dependent clause is introduced by either a subordinate conjunction
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(for adverbial clauses) or a relative pronoun (for relative clauses), so those two cases have
to be handled differently. This pass also extracts parenthesized phrases and clauses as
they can be handled similarly, although not all are technically dependent clauses.
Adverbial clauses are extracted into modifiers, whereas relative or parenthesized clauses
are broken off into separate sentences.
f.

Extract Adjective Phrases: Adjective phrases typically appear in sentences between one
or two commas, and appear in the parse tree as nested under their subject.

g. Extract Prepositional Clauses: Prepositional Phrases are the main type of adjunct that is
converted into a triple modifier. Because the attachments of modifiers are ignored by this
system, attachments don’t need to be captured.
h. Lemmatization: Reducing the verbs to their base form.
i.

Synonym Conversion: All synonyms are checked from synonym table and converted into
base word.

4. PROBLEM DEFINITION
SA do not have a huge length. There are no marks given for writing style for SA. This property
distinguishes between SA and long answer. Today most of the commercial software only marks
MCQ type questions. This will assess student’s depth of knowledge only at lower level of Blooms
taxonomy of educational objectives. They fail to assess student’s performance at higher level of
taxonomy of educational objective. So, writing SA for factual and conceptual answers have
become a necessity now [5]. This paper proposes a method by which the SA can be graded. It
also provides a frame work by which the subject, predicate and object of each sentence can be
extracted so that the semantic meaning of each sentence is not lost. So, this grading procedure
takes into account semantic meaning of each and every statement. In this procedure the semantic
meaning of the student answer is checked with semantic meaning of the teacher answer.

5. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
This paper proposes a grader system for automatically marking SA. The student written factual
answer is compared with the teacher answer. Both the answers which are written in paragraph
forms are converted into friendship matrix form and then the two matrices are compared. Based
on number of matches of tuples the student is given a grade.
Each sentence of teacher answer is extracted which is generally a complex sentence and is sent to
NLP Converter. NLP converter converts the complex sentence which is extracted from the
teacher answer into simple sentence(s). Then each simple sentence is passed to TTripletExtractor
to create the Teacher Friendship Matrix.
Each sentence of student answer is extracted which is generally a complex sentence and is sent to
NLP Converter. NLP converter converts the complex sentence, extracted from the student answer
into simple sentence(s). Then each simple sentence is passed to STripletExtractor to create the
Student Friendship Matrix.
The Grader will be applied to compare and to find the number of matches of tuples between the
teacher friendship matrix and student friendship matrix. Based on number of matches the student
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answer is graded. Every unmatched tuples or part of tuples of teacher friendship matrix and
student friendship matrix is treated as errors. There are 4 types of errors i.e.
Error1: Error due to missing words in pre subject, pre object, and post object for matching
subject/object
Error2: Error due to object of teacher answer not found in student answer for a matching main
subject.
Error3: Error due to main subject of teacher answer not found in student answer for a matching
common predicate.
Error4: Error due to predicate of teacher answer not found in student
To convert a complex sentence to simple sentence the following NLP techniques are used in
order:
CRR, Tokenization and Parts of speech tagger, Full parsing, Split Coordinating conjunction,
Extract Dependent Clauses, Extract Adjective Clauses, Extract Prepositional Clauses,
lemmatization and Synonym Conversion[1][3][4].
The overall mehod is formalized as below:
Sentence Extraction (Answer)
{
Extract the sentences from model answer one by one.
}

NLP Converter (A_Complex_Sentence)
{
Use the existing NLP techniques to convert the complex sentences to simple sentences for
each and every sentence of model answer.
}
TTripletExtractor (A_Simple_Sentence)
{
Step 1: Find the deepest verb from the Verb Phrase (VP) sub tree of the parse tree and match it in
the predicate field. If the matching predicate is not found then add that predicate to the friendship
matrix and go to Step 2. If the matching predicate is found then go to Step 2.
Step 2: While finding the deepest verb all the nodes that are encountered from the parse tree in
the VP sub tree of the parse tree are combined to form a string and store it in the pre predicate
field with corresponding to that common predicate which was found in Step 1.
Step 3: Find the first noun from the NP sub tree of the parse tree and store it in the main subject
field with corresponding to that common predicate which was found in Step 1. While finding the
first noun all the nodes that are encountered from the parse tree are combined to form a string and
stored in the pre subject column.
Step 4: Find the first adjective, noun or pronoun from the VP sub tree of the parse tree and
stored as object with corresponding to that common predicate which was found in Step 1.While
finding the first noun/adjective/pronoun all the nodes that are encountered from the parse tree are
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combined to form a string and stored in the pre object column and other nodes which followed
object are to form a string and stored in the post object column.
}
STripletExtractor (A_Simple_Sentence)
{
Step 1: Find the deepest verb from the Verb Phrase (VP) sub tree of the parse tree and match it in
the predicate field. If the matching predicate is not found then add that predicate to the friendship
matrix and go to Step 2. If the matching predicate is found then go to Step 2.
Step 2: While finding the deepest verb all the nodes that are encountered from the parse tree in
the VP sub tree of the parse tree are combined to form a string and store it in the pre predicate
field with corresponding to that common predicate which was found in Step 1.
Step 3: Find the first noun from the NP sub tree of the parse tree and store it in the main subject
field with corresponding to that common predicate which was found in Step 1. While finding the
first noun all the nodes that are encountered from the parse tree are combined to form a string and
stored in the pre subject column.
Step 4: Find the first adjective, noun or pronoun from the VP sub tree of the parse tree and stored
as object with corresponding to that common predicate which was found in Step 1. While finding
the first noun/adjective/pronoun all the nodes that are encountered from the parse tree are
combined to form a string and stored in the pre object column and other nodes which followed
object are to form a string and stored in the post object column.
}

Figure 5: Process of Converting Teacher Answer and Student Answer into respective friendship matrix

Figure 6: Grading the Student answers with help of teacher answers
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Grader (S_Friendship_Matrix, T_Friendship_Matrix)
{
Step 1: Initialization of variables error_col_count, error_row_count, semantic_error and
predicate_error.
Step 2: Take a common predicate from teacher friendship matrix and match with the common
predicate of the student friendship matrix. If the common predicate is not found then go to Step 4
else go to Step 3.
Step 3: For each main subject for the matching common predicate from teacher friendship matrix
repeat from Step 3.1 to Step 3.6
Step 3.1: Take a main subject from the teacher friendship matrix for the common matching
predicate.
Step 3.2: Match it with the main subject of the student matrix for the corresponding matching
predicate one at a time. If a match is found then go to Step 3.3 else go to Step 3.7
Step 3.3: Match the words present in the pre subject field to that corresponding matching main
subject of the teacher friendship matrix with the pre subject field to that corresponding matching
main subject of the student friendship matrix. For each unmatched word increase the
error_col_count by 1 and go to Step 3.4
Step 3.4: Take the main object of the teacher friendship matrix to that corresponding main subject
and match it with the main object of the student friendship matrix to that corresponding main
subject. If match is found then go to Step 3.5 else increase the semantic_error by 1 and go to Step
3.7
Step 3.5: Match the words present in the pre object field to that corresponding matching main
object of the teacher friendship matrix with the pre object field to that corresponding matching
main object of the student friendship matrix. For each unmatched word increase the
error_col_count by 1 and go to Step 3.6
Step 3.6: Match the words present in the post object field to that corresponding matching main
object of the teacher friendship matrix with the post object field to that corresponding matching
main object of the student friendship matrix. For each unmatched word increase the
error_col_count by 1 and go to Step 3.1
Step 3.7: If no match is found increase the error_row_count by 1 and go to Step 2
Step 4: Increase the predicate_error count by 1. If all the common predicates are exhausted then
Go to Step 5 else go to Step 2
Step 5: Calculation based on errors which are subtracted from the full marks i.e.
M = FM – EM
where,
MC = FM / N
ER1 = [MC/W]*ECC
ER2 = [MC/2]*SE
ER3 = MC*ERC
ER4 = MC*PE
EM = ER1 + ER2 + ER3 + ER4
Abbreviations:
M = Final marks of answer
FM = Full marks of an answer
EM = Total Error marks
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MC = Marks of each concept
W = Average number of words present in pre subject, pre object, post object
SE = Semantic Error
ECC = Error Column Count
ERC = Error Row Count
ER1 = Total Error Marks occurred due to missing words in pre subject, pre object,
post object for matching subject/object
ER2 = Total Error Marks occurred due to object of teacher answer not found in student
answer for a matching main subject.
ER3 = Total Error Marks occurred due to main subject of teacher answer not found in
student answer for a matching common predicate.
ER4 = Total Error Marks occurred due to predicate of teacher answer not found in
student
}

6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a technique which uses facet mapping era. The NLP techniques is used to
convert the text into base text from where the concept mapping technique is used to store the
triplets in a friendship matrix, and to grade the answers. In SA concepts are checked rather than
the writing style. In this case the concepts are compared between teacher answer and student
answer and the number of errors is computed. These errors are then converted to a number which
is subtracted from the full marks of the student answer. This technique can be expanded in future
to mark long essays which depend on writing style. Also the future work relating this paper is to
devise a faster information matching algorithm which can match student answer and teacher
answer to grade them.
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ABSTRACT
Software testing is the primary phase, which is performed during software development and it is
carried by a sequence of instructions of test inputs followed by expected output. The Harmony
Search (HS) algorithm is based on the improvisation process of music. In comparison to other
algorithms, the HSA has gain popularity and superiority in the field of evolutionary
computation. When musicians compose the harmony through different possible combinations of
the music, at that time the pitches are stored in the harmony memory and the optimization can
be done by adjusting the input pitches and generate the perfect harmony. The test case
generation process is used to identify test cases with resources and also identifies critical
domain requirements. In this paper, the role of Harmony search meta-heuristic search
technique is analyzed in generating random test data and optimized those test data. Test data
are generated and optimized by applying in a case study i.e. a withdrawal task in Bank ATM
through Harmony search. It is observed that this algorithm generates suitable test cases as well
as test data and gives brief details about the Harmony search method. It is used for test data
generation and optimization.

KEYWORDS
Harmony search algorithm, meta-heuristics, test case generation, test case optimization, test
data.

1. INTRODUCTION
The test case generation is based on the requirements. It completely ignores the aspect of system
execution. Apart from this, the test case design from program code may cause difficult to
imbrute. Test cases may not expose the missing functionalities. The proposed approach focuses
the redundancy, test cases, and test case optimization challenges. It uses HS optimization
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algorithm to optimize the random test cases. Moreover, this proposed method inspires the
developers to generate random test cases to improve the design quality. This paper is intended to
present the result of the outcome of HS to find the optimum solution in the software construct.
Optimization can be represented through the process of finding the best result under the given
circumstances which might be used for maximizing or minimizing the local or overall optimum
value of a function. The evolutionary algorithms like Harmony search is discussed in this paper.
Z. W. Geem [6] introduced Harmony search method in 2009.By this technique, a flawless state of
harmony is observed through the musical process. It is correspondent to generate the optimum
value through the musical optimization process. The improvisation of music is a technique where
the musician plays various musical notes with divergent types of musical instruments and
generates the best amalgamation of tunes with frequency.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses basics of test data automation,
Section 3 is for literature survey, Section 4 represents the fundamentals of Harmony Search (HS)
algorithm, proposed systems, and methodology, Section 5 focuses the simulation results, Section
6 represents discussion and future scope and Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. BASIC CONCEPTS
2.1 Automated Test data generation
Testing is the phenomenon of finding errors after executing the programs. Software testing can be
defined by many processes designed sequentially and does not do anything unintended [19].The
objective of software testing is to finalize the application software against the user requirements.
It must have good test coverage to test the application software and perform as per the
specifications. For generating list of coverage’s, the test cases should be designed with maximum
possibilities of finding various errors or bugs [20]. The test cases should be very effective and is
measured through the number of defects or errors reported. Generation of test data is a method
for identifying the data set which satisfies the criteria. Automated generation of test data plays a
key factor in software testing. Most of the researchers are used the heuristics approaches for
automated generation of test data. Automatic test data generation data helps to minimizing the
time and cost in developing test cases.
2.2 Overview of Harmony Search
The harmony search metaheuristic optimization algorithm is based on the music. The harmony
search technique is inspired by the musician when he composes the music. Usually harmony
consists of different possible amalgamations of music pitches saved in the memory. In this
technique first, random solutions are directly stored in the harmony memory based on memory
considering rate and pitch adjustment rate, and then pitch adjustment distance will be calculated
between different selected random solutions. The best solution is stored in the memory of
harmony by discarding the worst solution.

3. LITERATURE SURVEY
Biswal et al.[1] described how the activity diagram is derived from the test scenarios by
converting into a control flow graph (CFG) where every node explains an activity and the edges
of the node with the activities of control flow. According to Geem et al. [6, 7] harmony search a
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metaheuristic population-based algorithm where multiple harmonies aree used in parallel which
gives better performance with high efficiency. Geem [7] focused the Pitch Adjustment Rate
(PAR) function which is used in simulated annealing and it also increases the robustness of the
algorithm. It is highly reliable. Geem et al. [8] described how the parameter like Pitch adjustment
rate (PAR) increases in a linear way with the number of generations while the bandwidth (BW)
decreases exponentially in Harmony Search algorithm. Manjarres et al. [5] focused described
various applications of HS like industry, power systems, construction design, and information
technology. Das et al. [3] described the background of the power of Harmony Search (HS) which
gives the better solutions. The major drawback is user must specify the minimum and maximum
bandwidth values. It is difficult to deduce the program which is dependent. Chen et al. [2]
proposed a concept which is having the relation between nodes of control flow graph (CFG). It
also defined the fitness function for evaluating the generation of test data by using Genetic
Algorithm (GA) approach which performed the random technique. Ghiduk et al. [10] described
how the test data are generated by using a search based technique but in case of random search
techniques the optimal test cases are not generated effectively and efficiently. Kirkpatrick et al.
[11] focused on a key factor like the Pitch adjustment which is diversified randomly in Harmony
Search method. Mahdavi et al. [12] explained how HS algorithm is used in clustering problems of
web pages through continuous and discrete representation of datas. Mira et al. [13] focused on the
parameters which required for improving the efficiency of an HS algorithm in a particular
problem where diversification and intensification are available. Omran et al. [14] focused on the
how the Global Harmony Search (GHS) is simulated through Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO).This paper also explained how the pitch adjustment of Harmony Search technique can
imitate by harmony memory through the harmony vector. It also replaces bandwidth (BW) and
adds to the dimension of HS. Peng et al. [15] proposed a novel algorithm which upgrades the
search based test case generation by using an adaptive genetic algorithm (AGA) and it gives
better results in the software testing tool. Suresh et al. [16] described a genetic algorithm used for
test data generation and it also generates the basic path. In this case the genetic algorithm
combines the features of local and global test data optimization. According to this paper sequence
diagram is converted into control flow graph and generates the optimal test cases using genetic
algorithm. Yang et al. [17] focused on HS algorithm which is diversified with the randomization
operation of pitch adjustment rate through the probability. Existing pitch (or solution) is saved in
the Harmony Memory. It also gives the global search solutions. Yang et al. [18] proposed an
approach to generate the test data in a single specific path based genetic algorithm (GA).In this
case the effectiveness of the fitness function and performance are evaluated.

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM
We have proposed a methodology for generating test cases for withdrawal system of an ATM
machine and test cases are optimized by Harmony search algorithm(HSA).This method is used
for evaluating its efficiency and effectiveness for generating the test cases and to maximize to
achieve the goal.

4.1. Necessity of Proposed System:
The proposed system is intended to generate an automatic and optimized test case with existing
approaches of Harmony Search. Optimized test cases may not be helpful in the testing process. It
may be required to differentiate between the various test cases. First of all the system may be
initialized with harmony memories. Each harmony memory maintains its own prevailing location
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on the basis of which the test cases may be generated. Harmony Search has a memory that helps
to maintain the solutions by harmonies. This paper also finds out the effectiveness of the
proposed approach through the number of test cases or test data.
4.1.1. Harmony Search Algorithm (HSA)
The main principle and working of proposed approach:
Harmony search is a meta heuristic population-based optimization technique. Through this
technique, the problem is represented through different test cases. The quality of each test case is
calculated through the fitness value of the problem. The working principle of harmony search
technique is inspired by the musician when he composes the music; a musician usually tries
different combinations of music pitches which are stored in the harmony memory. Perfect
harmony search needs a correspondent for generating the process to find the solution which is
optimal. The main steps of a harmony search method are:
•

Generate random solutions which will be stored in the Harmony Memory (HM).

•

Select a random solution from Harmony Memory based factors that are Harmony
Memory Considering Rate (HMCR) and Pitching Adjustment Rate (PAR).

•

Apply adjustments pitch distance to the selected random solution.

•

Compare the fitness function values of the mutated solution or newly formed solution
with the worst solution.

•

If better solution is found then the worst solution is substituted with the mutated solution
available in the harmony memory otherwise the solution is discarded.

•

Remember the solution which is best so far.

In this case, mainly two parameters are used. They are HMCR and PAR. Harmony Memory
Considering Rate (HMCR) is described as the probability of selecting a particular component or
solution available in HM. Pitching Adjust Rate (PAR) describes the probability distribution of the
candidate solution for mutation purpose through HM.
The value of Pitching Adjust Rate (PAR) can be calculated as follows.
PAR= (PARmax - PARmin) / (itmax)*it + PARmin

(1)

Where PARmax →maximum pitch adjusting rate
PARmin →minimum pitch adjusting rate
itmax → given maximum iterations
it → current iteration number
The bandwidth factor ‘bw’ can be calculated as.
bw= bwmax * exp (coef * it)

(2)
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Here the value of ‘coef’ is evaluated as follows:
coef=log (bwmin/ bwmax/ itmax )

(3)

Where bw = bandwidth
bwmin = minimum bandwidth
bwmax = maximum bandwidth
The bandwidth factor bw is used to alter the value of existing solution available in Harmony
Memory. This can be done as follows:
xnew = xold + rand (0,1) * bw

(4)

Where xnew = new solution
xold = old existing solution
rand (0,1) = a random value ranging in between 0 and 1.
Harmony Search is a meta heuristic search method which is generally used to optimize problems
whose solution may be analyzed in an n-dimensional space. According to Harmony Search
Algorithm, each musician plays a musical note to generate the best possible harmony altogether.
A new solution is generated for a musical note with the help of harmony factors like HMCR
(Harmony Memory Considering Rate), PAR (Pitch Adjustment Rate) and bw(Bandwidth). Each
musical note usually possesses its current position. After iteration, the worst harmony is
substituted by a new better solution. The flow chart of Harmony Search is depicted in Figure-1.

Figure 1: Flow chart of Harmony Search
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4.2. Pseudo code for Harmony Searches for generating test data
The number of generation is initialized.
The population size is initialized
Generate Initial Population and store it in the Harmony Memory
Evaluate the initial fitness function value 'fx' of all candidate solutions
fx=1/(abs(net_bal-wd_amt)+ε)2
where ε varies from 0.1 to 0.9
Find the initial best and worst solution
Initialize different HARMONY parameters
i.e., PARmin, PARmax, bwmin, bwmax, HMCR
While Generation<max_iteration do
Evaluate the values of PAR,bw
If rand (0, 1) <= HMCR then
Choose a random value from Harmony Memory i.e., x
If rand (0, 1) <= PAR then
Adjusting the value of x by using the following equation:
xnew=x+rand(0,1)*bw
End if
else
Choose a random value with the help of following equation:
xnew=min_value+rand(0,1)*(max_value-min_value)
End if
Checking the boundary condition of the new solution
Evaluate the fitness function value of the new solution
If fitness (new solution)>=fitness (worst solution)
Accept the new solution
Replace the worst solution with the new solution available in the Harmony Memory.
End if
Update current best solution and worst solution
Generation (t) =Generation (t) +1
End While
Select the best fitness with function value

4.3. Methodology:
For Mathematical function
f(x)=1/(abs(suc_bal)+ ε)2
Where 0.1<= ε <0.9 (taking ε -value because overflow condition due to infinity).
Here Successive Amount (suc_amt) is defined as :

(5)
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suc_bal = net_bal - (wtd_amt - min_bal)
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(6)

Where net_bal = current account balance
min_bal= minimum bank balance limit
Initially, each solution is initialized with a musical note. The musician will search for optimal
solutions by changing the pitch and bandwidth of their musical note. It will keep track of best
note in the population and upgrade its solution. The optimal solution is used to maximize the
mathematical function ݂ሺݔሻ which may be implemented in Harmony Search using MATLAB7.0.as shown in Table-1.This table primarily focuses on the musician’s attempt to generate the
best note in the search space.
Table 1: Fitness Function Value for each sample space or test data
Iteration
Number
0
10
20
40
60
80
100
120
140
160
180
200
220
240
260
280
300
320
340
350

Test Cases/Test
Data
4000
5700
7300
10800
10800
14300
16400
18700
20800
24300
26600
29800
31000
33700
35400
39900
43500
43800
44000
44000

Fitness Function
Value
5.9488e-010
6.4746e-010
7.0357e-010
8.5496e-010
8.5496e-010
1.061e-009
1.2225e-009
1.4457e-009
1.7075e-009
2.3338e-009
2.9537e-009
4.3282e-009
5.1018e-009
7.8313e-009
1.085e-008
3.8445e-008
4.4438e-007
6.943e-007
9.9976e-007
9.9975e-007

In this case, 20 numbers of sample test cases are considered. The function value depends on upon
the parametric values of the input variables. It was found that the solution reaches its optimum
value after 325 iterations.

5. SIMULATION RESULTS
The proposed approach generates the automated test cases through test data for Bank ATM using
Harmony Search Algorithm. The figure-2 shows the relation between two variable quantities
which are fitness function value range and test data measured along one of a pair of axis
represented in table-1.
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Figure 2: Graphical representation of test data and fitness function value for table-1

The proposed approach generates the test data for Bank ATM’s withdrawal operation using
Harmony Search Algorithm. Table-2 represents the range of fitness value with different test data
and also it gives the individual candidate solution according to the range of fitness value in terms
of percentage.
Table 2: %of test data in terms of maximum fitness value
Fitness Value Range
0 ≤ f(x) < 0.3
0.3≤ f(x) < 0.7
0.7≤ f(x) < 1.0

% of Test data
25
55
20

The above table shows that around 10% test cases or test data are having the higher fitness
function f(x) value and lies in between 0.7 and 1.0.Figure-2 shows a pictorial representation of
the relation of two variable quantities like percentage of test data and fitness value range.

Figure 2: Graphical representation of % test data and fitness value range for table-2
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6. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
While considering the mathematical function fx=1/(abs(net_bal-wd_amt)+ε)2 ,where ε varies
from 0.1 to 0.9, along with each member is initialized with a harmony. It has been found that
optimality of solution keeps track of best and worst member in the harmony memory and updates
its solution accordingly. By considering some sample test cases it has been observed that the
function value depends upon the parametric values of the input variables like Harmony Memory
Considering Rate, Pitching Adjusting Rate and the Bandwidth. The proposed approach generates
the test data for small applications. The future approach to this work could enhance the test data
generation for large programs automatically. The different parameters could be added to this
approach which gives more optimized test cases and also increases the efficiency of Harmony
Search (HS) technique. Another perspective area could be the randomly generated test data by
using various paths according to the control flow graph (CFG).Test Cases can be generated by
using various kinds of meta heuristic algorithms like GA, FA, PSO, BCO etc. The test data
generated by using HS algorithm is compared with test data generated by PSO and it was found
that HS produces optimal result in very less time and with more accuracy.

7. CONCLUSION
Harmony search algorithm (HSA) is a very important tool for optimization of test cases or test
data. It has been diversified the problems in a very effective manner for generating the test data
automatically. In this paper, HS algorithm has been discussed to generate the test cases which are
optimized by taking an example of withdrawal operation of an ATM machine. This paper also
describes the fundamental notions of HSA, how the random test cases are generated and finding
the optimal solution to maximize the problem. This paper will inspire researchers to work on
HSA by applying in computer science engineering area to generate the effective automated test
cases.
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ABSTRACT
Hazard in digital circuits is unnecessary transitions due to gate propagation delay in that
circuit. Hazards occur due to uneven delay offered in the path of the various ongoing signals.
One of the important reasons for power dissipation in CMOS circuits is the switching activity
.This include activities such as spurious pulses, called glitches. Power optimization techniques
that concentrate on the reduction of switching power dissipation of a given circuit are
called glitch reduction techniques. In this paper, we analyse various Glitch reduction
techniques such as Hazard filtering Technique, Balanced Path Technique, Multiple Threshold
Technique and Gate Freezing Technique. Using simulation, we also measure the parameters
such as noise and delay of the circuits on application of various techniques to check the
reliability of different circuits in various situations.

KEYWORDS
Glitch, Power dissipation, Gate freezing, balanced path delay, multiple threshold transistor,
Hazard filtering, Noise, Delay and switching activity.

1. INTRODUCTION
Power dissipation is an increasingly critical issue in modern VLSI design and testing .Hence,
Low Power Circuit Design has become very crucial in today’s era of modern portable consumer
gadgets. For CMOS combinational circuits, the reduction of dynamic power dissipation is very
important. A signal transition can be of two types: a functional transition and glitch. Before
reaching the steady state, a signal might go through several state changes which are called
glitches. As they dissipate 20-70% of total power dissipation, glitch is needed to be eliminated for
low power design.
PTotal=PStatic +Pdynamic
PTotal=PSwitching+PShort-Circuit+ Pleakage

(1)
(2)

Total Power dissipation consists of mainly dynamic power dissipation and static power
dissipation, further these are divided into switching power dissipation, leakage power dissipation,
short circuit power dissipation. Dynamic power dissipation is a major source of leakage power,
Natarajan Meghanathan et al. (Eds) : ACITY, VLSI, AIAA, CNDC - 2016
pp. 33–40, 2016. © CS & IT-CSCP 2016
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which is directly proportional to the number of signal transitions(1-0 and 0-1) in a digital circuit.
Switching power dissipation (Pswitching) is directly proportional to switching activity(a),load
capacitance(Cload), Voltage supply (Vdd) and clock frequency( fclk) as shown in equation(3).
Pswitching= a .Cload.Vdd2.fclk

(3)

In this paper we have chosen the best available techniques to reduce the glitch power. We have
selected highly glitchfull circuits in our analysis and tried to reduce glitch power, delay and noise
using these techniques. Using Tanner tool simulation, we have also put up the statistics to make
the analysis simpler to understand.

2. TECHNIQUES FOR GLITCH REDUCTION
2.1 Gate Freezing
This method is useful for minimization of glitches. In this method, glitchfull and high power
dissipating circuits are selected and replaced by a modified library cell called ‘F-gate’ with a
control signal(CS) as shown in Fig.1 where Vdd is supply voltage ,I is input ,O is output CS is
control signal to n-type library cell and Gnd is ground. This gate is controlled in order to freeze
the cell’s output for reducing the amount of glitch from the circuit. Basic CMOS gate and Gate
freezed CMOS layout is shown in Fig.1.The control signal(CS) drives the gate input of this ntype cell.This method transforms some of the gates that are more glitchfull into modified devices
that are able to filter out unnecessary output transitions when a control signal(CS) is activated.

Figure 1 CMOS logic and CMOS logic with library cell
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2.2 Balanced Path Technique
Balanced path delay technique is used for resolving differing path delays. To make path delays
equal, buffer insertion is done on the faster paths. Balanced path delay will avoid glitches in the
output. This technique is not considered efficient in terms of power consumption due to addition
of buffers. Hence the more innovative method is hazard filtering discussed next.

Figure 2 Original Circuit with glitch output

Figure 3 After applying balanced path delay technique

2.3 Hazard Filtering Technique
Hazard in digital circuits is unnecessary transitions as in case of glitch due to gate propagation
delay in that circuit.

Figure 4 After applying hazard filtering technique

Hazards occur due to uneven delay offered in the path of the various ongoing signals. So apart
from balanced path delay technique and using buffers to balance the delays in path ,we use the
hazard filtering technique in which we increase the delay of receiving hardware to such an extent
so that spurious transitions are eliminated and hence the glitch is eliminated. This is shown in the
figure and also verified using simulation.
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2.4 Multiple Threshold Technique
This is a technique to reduce power dissipation and reducing glitch in digital circuits. As delay of
each gate is a function of threshold voltage (Vth), gates that are in non critical paths were selected
and their threshold voltages were rised manually, then the propagation delays along different
paths can be balanced so that unnecessary transition will be minimized. Therefore, it is a new
efficient technique for minimizing glitch in digital circuits that lead to low power dissipation.

Figure 5 Multiple Threshold Implementation

3. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
We present the analysis of various parameters after applying various techniques on original
glitchfull circuits.
Name
Orignal Circuit
Hazard Filtering
Technique
Balanced Path
Delay Technique
Multiple
Threshold
Gate Freezing

Avg. Power
V_1(watts)
3.048279e-013
1.384576e-013

Analysis of Circuit1( a’+b)
Max.Power
Delay(s)
V_1(watts)
2.642508e-002 2.9497e-007
1.968104e-002 2.9513e-007

Noise (Sq
V/Hz)
13.02006a
8.69371a

Avg. Power
V_1(watts)
3.048279e-013
1.384576e-013

4.538634e-013

6.502845e-002

2.9515e-007

4.36361a

4.538634e-013

2.208378e-013

1.084178e-002

9.5208e-008

13.20418a

2.208378e-013

5.211884e-013

5.674504e-002

2.0005e-007

8.69361a

5.211884e-013
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Name
Orignal Circuit
Hazard Filtering Technique
Balanced Path Delay Technique
Multiple Threshold
Gate Freezing

Analysis of Circuit 2 (AB’+BC)
Avg. Power
Max.Power
V_1(watts)
V_1(watts)
5.786543e-013
5.488896e-002
8.379241e-013
1.790674e-001
8.639895e-013
8.481847e-002
3.182036e-013
5.595556e-002
5.191436e-013

Name

5.683199e-002
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Delay(s)
2.9443e-007
2.9508e-007
2.9511e-007
2.9462e-007

Noise
(Sq V/Hz)
4.41438a
4.41438a
4.41438a
4.41438a

2.9508e-007

8.86631a

Analysis of Circuit3 ((a’b)’c)’
Avg. Power
Max.Power
Delay(s)
V_1(watts)
V_1(watts)
2.425840e-013 3.211329e-002 1.9991e-007
1.192698e-013 1.766607e-002
1.9986e-007

Noise
(Sq V/Hz)
4.36533a
17.28354a

Orignal Circuit
Hazard Filtering
Technique
Balanced
Path Delay
Technique
Multiple Threshold

1.008878e-012

9.210829e-002

2.9510e-007

4.36537a

3.604858e-014

8.604082e-003

1.9956e-007

30.15881a

Gate Freezing

1.024181e-013

1.775080e-002

1.9987e-007

17.28324a

3.1 Average Power Analysis:
Results show that Hazard Filtering Technique and Multiple Threshold Technique are better than
other techniques where it is reduced upto 54.58% and 85.13% respectively. Also in multiple
threshold technique the output voltage is reduced as compared to maximum voltage. So in this
situation, we may prefer Hazard Filtering Technique to fulfill this criterion. The power
consumption is highest for balanced path technique as expected.

Figure 6 Circuit wise Average power consumption in watts
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3.2 Max. Power Analysis
Similar to Average Power Analysis, we see that Maximum Power dissipation follows the same
trend except for ckt2 Hazard filtering technique. Otherwise, Multiple threshold Technique and
Hazard Filtering Techniques are advisable. The power consumption in balanced path technique as
expected is higher.

Figure 7 Circuit wise Maximum power consumption in watts

3.3 Delay Analysis
All techniques perform in similar manner for delay analysis of various circuits with a smaller lead
to Gate Freezing upto 67.72% and Multiple Threshold Technique upto 32.18%. Hence these
techniques may be used with proper analysis for reducing delay of the circuit.

Figure 8 Circuit wise delay analysis in sec
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3.4 Noise Analysis
As seen from the chart, balanced path technique is the best when analyzed for least noise in the
output waveform upto 66.48%. The second best technique is the hazard filtering technique which
also offers lesser noise in the output.

Figure 9 Circuit wise noise analysis (in Sq V/Hz)

4. CONCLUSION
For applications such as mobile computational systems, low power design is a criterion which
should be satisfied. In this paper, we try to reduce the glitch power in the circuits and analyze the
various available techniques such as gate freezing, hazard filtering, balanced path delay and
Multiple threshold technique for noise, delay and power using tanner tool. We ascertain the
various techniques according to required specification in terms of these parameters. We show
that Hazard Filtering Technique and Multiple Threshold Technique are better than other
techniques to reduce power consumption in the circuit upto 54.58% and 85.13% respectively. To
reduce delay and speed up the circuit, we can use Multiple Threshold Techniques where it is
reduced upto 67.72%,Gate freezing technique is the second best approach to speed up the circuit
upto 32.18%.Noise is best reduced in balanced path delay technique upto 66.48%.
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ABSTRACT
The low-power consumption with less delay time has become an important issue in the recent
trends of VLSI. In these days, the low power systems with high speed are highly preferable
everywhere. Designers need to understand how low-power techniques affect performance
attributes, and have to choose a set of techniques that are consistent with these attributes .The
main objective of this paper is to describe, how to achieve low power consumption with
approximately same delay time in a single circuit. In this paper, we make circuits with CMOS
and MTCMOS techniques and check out its power and delay characteristics. The circuits
designed using MTCMOS technique gives least power consumption.
All the pre-layout simulations have been performed at 250nm technology on tanner EDA tool.

KEYWORDS
MTCMOS, sleep mode, leakage current, header switch, footer switch

1. INTRODUCTION
In the earlier days VLSI designers mainly concentrated on area, performance, speed, cost and
reliability. But this performance improvement has lead to the increase in power dissipation.
Reducing this power dissipation and achieving low power consumption has become a challenging
task to the current day designers as cooling technology and packing are very expensive and also
now a days because of the battery life time, the electronic circuit designers are worried about
decreasing the total power consumption to increase the battery life time[11], especially for
portable embedded systems and decrease the battery’s size which is reflected on the portability of
the devices. Power is very much concerned due to the remarkable growth and success of fields
Natarajan Meghanathan et al. (Eds) : ACITY, VLSI, AIAA, CNDC - 2016
pp. 41–51, 2016. © CS & IT-CSCP 2016
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like personal computing devices and wireless communication system which demand high speed
computation and complex functionality with low power consumption .As the technology continue
to scale down a significant portion of the total power consumption in high performance digital
circuits is due to leakage current because of reduced threshold voltage[1]. MOSFETs are
fabricated with high overall doping concentration, lowered source/drain junction depths, halo
doping, high mobility channel materials, etc. Furthermore the reduction of the gate oxide
thickness causes drastic increase in the gate tunnelling leakage current due to carriers tunnelling
through the gate oxide, which is strong exponential function of the voltage magnitude across the
gate oxide [2],[7]to minimize the leakage current. Here our main aim is to decrease the leakage
current using MTCMOS technique.

2. CMOS
Complementary metal-oxide semiconductor is the most leading semiconductor technology used
in the transistors that are manufactured into most of today’s computer microchips. CMOS logic is
well known for its extremely low static power dissipation and high noise immunity. CMOS is
sometimes referred to as complementary-symmetry metal oxide semiconductor. Complementarysymmetry refers that a typical CMOS design style uses complementary and symmetrical pairs of
p-type and n-type metal oxide field effect transistors for logic functions [8]. In CMOS
technology, both kinds of transistors are used in a complementary way to form a current gate that
forms an effective means of electrical control.
In this, all the PMOS devices will be together called as pull-up network and substrates are
connected to the VDD, all the NMOS devices will be together called as pull-down network and
its substrates are connected to the VSS. The output is taken at the centre as a function of inputs.

Figure 1. CMOS basic structure

3. MTCMOS
Multi-threshold CMOS is a power reduction technique, widely used in today’s industry to lower
the gate leakage current. The multi threshold CMOS technology has two main parts. First,
“Active” and “sleep” operational modes [13] are associated with MTCMOS technology, for
efficient power management. Second, two different threshold voltages are used for N channel and
P channel MOSFET in a single chip [9]. The low threshold voltage transistor is able to switch
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faster but has a high leakage current when turned off compared to the high threshold voltage
transistor which is slower to switch but has a low leakage current when off. In this we use low
threshold transistor for logic and to separate it from power /ground
with high threshold
transistors and also the circuit
ircuit is operated at high performances because of low threshold voltage
transistor.
When a logic circuit is active, the sleep signals are de
de-asserted
asserted which turn on high threshold
voltage transistors and create virtual VDD and GND around the logic. In inactive mode the sleep
signals are asserted which separate the logic from the power/ground, there by lowers the leakage
current. The MTCMOS technique shows no impact over circuit parameters such as output
impedance, gain, threshold voltage, fluctuations aand frequency response [10].

Figure 2. MTCMOS basic structure.

4. POWER CONSUMPTION OF CMOS AND MTCMOS CIRCUITS
The Complementary-Metal
Metal Oxide Semiconductor technology is well
well-known
known for its low power
consumption. CMOS gates in older technologies were very efficient. In newer technologies, it
has been skyrocketed due to transistor scaling, chip transistor counts and clock frequencies.
The average power over the time interval is
Pavg=E/T=(1/T)
=E/T=(1/T)∫0T iDD(t)VDD dt
Where iDD(t) is supply current and VDD is the supply voltage.
MTCMOS is a power gating technique in which a power gating transistor will be placed between
the logic transistors and either powered or grounded, thus creating a virtual supply and virtual
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ground, respectively. Power gating is a technique used to reduce power consumption by shutting
off the current to blocks of the circuit that are not in use. Lowering the threshold voltage results
in an exponential increase in sub- threshold current [6]. As the circuit spends more time in the
ideal (stand-by) mode, so it is practical to reduce the leakage current to minimize the static power
which represents the dominant part of the total power consumption. Multi-threshold CMOS
(MTCMOS) technology is one of the most effective techniques to reduce the leakage current
during the standby mode by using a low threshold voltage transistor in the critical paths of the
circuit to improve the performance while the high threshold voltage one is in uncritical paths and
is used as an isolation switch between the virtual supply lines (VDD, GND) and the real one [14]
. The high threshold voltage transistor is used for power consumption in the shortest path [3],[4].
Both active mode and sleep mode are associated for efficient power management.

5. IMPLEMENTATION OF 2-BIT SERIAL IN SERIAL OUT SHIFT
REGISTER
A Shift Register is a sequential logic circuit that is used to store a sequence of data and this data
is shifted by one clock pulse for every clock period at its output. They are a group of flip-flops
that are connected in chain so that the output of one flip-flop will be given as the input to another
flip-flop connected to it. All flip-flops are driven by a common clock and also they are set and
reset simultaneously. Here we are taking both input and output in a serial manner so we call it as
serial in serial out (SISO) shift register.

5.1. Conventional 2-Bit SISO Shift register using CMOS

Figure 3. Schematic diagram of Conventional 2-Bit SISO Shift Register using CMOS
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5.2. Simulation Result
Taking d as the input, clock as the clock input,q1 as MSB and q0 as LSB we get the following
output waveform for 2-Bit SISO Shift Register using normal CMOS technique.

Figure 4. Output waveforms of conventional 2-Bit SISO Shift Register

5.3 Proposed 2-Bit SISO Shift Register using MTCMOS technique
To get the proposed design, we add a PMOS transistor that connects VDD and the circuit and
forms a virtual power supply and a NMOS transistor that connects VSS and circuit and forms a
virtual VSS. An inverter is designed, using it we give the sleep signal directly to PMOS and its
inverted output to the NMOS.
The sleep transistor is controlled by a sleep signal that can be used to switch on and off the
device. The PMOS sleep transistor can be called as “ header switch” as it connects VDD supply
to the circuit and the NMOS sleep transistor can be called as “footer switch” as it connects VSS
supply to the circuit.

5.4. Simulation Result
Taking d as the input, clk as the clock input, q1 as the MSB and q0 as the LSB we get the
following output waveform for 2-Bit SISO Shift Register using MTCMOS technique.
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Figure 5. Schematic Diagram of Proposed 2-Bit SISO Shift Register using MTCMOS.

Figure 6. Output waveforms of proposed 2-Bit Shift Register.

6. IMPLEMENTATION OF 2-BIT BINARY INCREMENTER
The Binary Incrementer increases the value stored in the register by ‘1’. For this implementation
it simply adds ‘1’ to the existing value stored in the register. For this implementation we need ‘n’
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half adders to add ‘n’ number of bits. The storage capacity of the register is to be incremented.
Here in the below example we are using two half adder to get 2-bit incrementer. The carry of the
first half adder is used as input for the second half adder.

6.1. Conventional 2-bit incrementer design using CMOS

Figure 7. Schematic diagram of Conventional 2-bit binary incrementer using CMOS.

6.2. Simulation Result
Considering a, b as the inputs and x, z, y as the outputs we get the following output waveforms
for 2-bit binary incrementer using CMOS.

Figure 8. Output waveforms of conventional 2-bit binary incrementer using CMOS
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6.3. Implementation of Proposed 2-bit binary incrementer Using MTCMOS

Figure 9. Schematic diagram of proposed 2-bit binary incrementer using MTCMOS

6.4. Simulation Result
Considering a, b as the inputs x, z, y as the outputs we get the following output waveforms using
MTCMOS technique.

Figure 10.Output waveforms of proposed 2-bit binary incrementer
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7. POWER CONSUMPTIONS OF 2-BIT INCREMENTER AND SHIFT
REGISTER USING CMOS AND MTCMOS

Figure 11. Graph of power consumptions of 2-bit incrementer and shift register

7.1 Generalizing MTCMOS technique to different circuits
Now apply the proposed MTCMOS technique to different kinds of gates and circuits and observe
it’s reduction in power consumption when compared to normal CMOS.

Figure 12. Difference in power consumptions between CMOS and MTCMOS Circuits
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8. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we concentrated on the leakage current analysis and it can be reduced using the
MTCMOS technique. The proposed technique is associated with different threshold transistors to
build the CMOS circuits. All the circuits are designed using 250nm technology and operated with
supply voltage. In this the total average power is decreased because of it’s reduction in leakage
currents using MTCMOS. As this technique deals with leakage current, we should always take
care of the temperature.
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ABSTRACT
Clinical documents are a repository of information about patients' conditions. However, this
wealth of data is not properly tapped by the existing analysis tools. Dengue is one of the most
widespread water borne diseases known today. Every year, dengue has been threatening lives
the world over. Systems already developed have concentrated on extracting disorder mentions
using dictionary look-up, or supervised learning methods. This project aims at performing
Named Entity Recognition to extract disorder mentions, time expressions and other relevant
features from clinical data. These can be used to build a model, which can in turn be used to
predict the presence or absence of the disease, dengue. Further, we perform a frequency
analysis which correlates the occurrence of dengue and the manifestation of its symptoms over
the months. The system produces appreciable accuracy and serves as a valuable tool for
medical experts.

KEYWORDS
Named Entity Recognition, Part of Speech tagging, Classification, Prediction, SMO

1. INTRODUCTION
Mining unstructured data is a very pressing issue in the field of text mining. This is especially a
major subject in the area of medicine. Clinical decisions are often made based on doctor's
intuition and experience rather than on the knowledge-rich data hidden in the database. Dengue is
attracting global concern from researchers and health care professionals over the world. Statistics
reveal that almost 25,000 people die from dengue every year. Timely detection of symptoms
associated with this deadly disease, and apt prevention measures will go a long way in bringing
down its effects on the world populace. Hence, we need a system that will first learn the
characteristics of people with dengue, and use this knowledge to predict dengue in new patients.
Over the years several NLP systems like cTakes, MetaMap, etc. [3] [2] were used to extract
medical concepts from clinical text. They focused on rule based, medical knowledge driven
dictionary lookup approaches. While some researchers have contributed to disease prediction,
Natarajan Meghanathan et al. (Eds) : ACITY, VLSI, AIAA, CNDC - 2016
pp. 53–67, 2016. © CS & IT-CSCP 2016
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they have concentrated primarily around heart attacks [6] [7] [10] [11] [12]. Inspiration drawn
from such work, combined with the increasing rate of dengue cases around the world motivates
us to develop a system to model, predict and analyze dengue instances. The inability to extract
useful information from clinical documents may hamper the health care experts’ efforts from
understanding the relationship between the prevalence of diseases and the associated factors. The
frequency of diseases can also be allied with its time frame. This is especially true in the case of
water-borne and air-borne diseases. Addressing this task will be a major help to doctors, experts
and patients. This relation will enable health care connoisseurs to take preventive measures and
reduce the prevalence of these diseases.

2. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The knowledge available in medical repositories is effectively mined and analyzed using the
proposed system. The input is a set of annotated discharge summaries containing data pertaining
to the disease dengue. Disorder names are extracted from these summaries and looked up in a
summarized UMLS (Unified Medical Language System). The output produced in this step is
supplied to classifiers which then perform detection and prediction. Further, frequency
correlation is performed with the time frame.

3. OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED SYSTEM

Figure 1. Overview of the system

The annotated discharge summaries are supplied to feature extraction algorithms and the
extracted features are in turn used to generate a feature vector. This is supplied as input to a
classification algorithm and a prediction model is developed. The model generated can then be
used to detect and predict the presence of dengue. Finally, a correlation analysis is performed to
determine how the disease is spread over the months.

4. RELATED WORK
N. Aditya Sundar et al [5] use regular factors contributing to heart diseases, including age, sex,
blood sugar and blood pressure, to predict the likelihood of a patient getting a heart disease. Data
mining techniques of Naïve Bayesian classification and WAC (Weighted Associative Classifier)
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are used to train a model on existing data. Subsequently, patients and nurses can use this model to
supply features and get a prediction on a possible heart attack. Oona Frunza et al [6] present a
machine learning approach that identifies semantic relations between treatments and diseases and
focuses on three semantic relations (prevent, cure and side effect). Later, features were extracted
from unstructured clinical text, and were used to classify the relationship between diseases and
associated treatments. Jyoti Soni et al [7] have developed a predictive data mining algorithm to
predict the presence of heart disease. Fifteen attributes were selected to perform the prediction
and Decision Tree was found to produce the best results. Classification based on clustering
algorithms was found to not perform well. [12] Proposes a Medical Diagnosis System for
predicting the risk of cardiovascular disease. It uses genetic algorithm to determine the weights
for a neural network. This feed forward neural network is subsequently used for classification and
prediction of heart diseases. A data set of 303 instances of heart disease with 14 attributes each is
used for training the system. Devendra Ratnaparkhi, Tushar Mahajan and Vishal Jadhav in their
paper [10] describe a system for prediction of heart disease using Naïve Bayes algorithms. They
further propose a web interface to help healthcare practitioners assess the possibility of a heart
problem in patients. A similar attempt proposes a heart disease prediction system [11] using
Decision Tree and Naïve Bayes and its implementation in .NET platform by I.S.Jenzi et al in
their paper. Some data mining techniques used for modeling and prediction of dengue include
SVM [13], decision tree [14] and neural network [15].

5. SYSTEM DESIGN
The system design is divided into 2 parts.

5.1. Feature Vector Generation

Figure 2. Feature Vector Generation
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5.1.1. POS Tagging
The Stanford POS Tagger is used to tag the discharge summaries. An instance of the tagger class
is created. The input data is stored in a folder. The program iterates through the folder’s
folder files and
tags all the input files using the tagger instance created. The tagged data is stored in a file.

Figure 2. POS tagging pseudo code

5.1.2. Key Term Extraction
The key terms such as nouns and adjectives (specified by the tags NN NNP NNS NNPS JJ JJS
etc) are extracted from the tagged data and stored in a file.

Figure 3. Key term extraction pseudo code

5.1.3. Duplicates Removal
The file generated might contain redundant attributes. To avoid this, the duplicates are removed.
The pseudo code for the same is given below

Figure 4. Duplicates removal pseudo code
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5.1.4. Dictionary Look Up
UMLS (Unified
fied Medical Language System) serves as a repository of mentions. The UMLS is
used to extract the relevant symptoms from the tagged file. FileSearcher Class is imported and
the FindWordInFile method is used to search for a word in a given file.

Figure 5. Dictionary lookup pseudo code

5.1.5. Temporal Data Extraction
The discharge summaries are fed as input to the temporal data extraction algorithm. The
admission months are extracted using regular expressions.

Figure 6. Temporal data extraction pseudo code

5.1.6. Non-Symptomatic
Symptomatic Feature Extraction
Non-Symptomatic
Symptomatic features such as age, gender, marital status, family history and past medical
history
ry are extracted using regular expressions from the annotated discharge summaries.
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•

The age is computed using the date of birth of the patient.

•

The gender can be either M or F (Male or Female)

•

The marital status can be Y or N (Yes or No)

•

ory can be Y or N (Yes or No)
The family history

•

The past medical history can be Y or N (Yes or No)

•

The disease can be Y or N (Yes or No)

5.1.7. Feature Vector Generation
The feature vector is the input supplied to the classifier. The features extracted are combined in a
comma separated format and a feature vector is generated. The vector can be represented using
frequency value representation or using binary representation. The frequency value format
implies that, the frequency of occurrence of the feature in the documen
documentt is considered. The binary
representation on the other hand only considers the presence or absence of the feature in concern.
Dengue has very few prominent symptoms and therefore it is not advisable to use the frequency
value representation to retrieve th
them
em from clinical text. Binary representation of symptoms is
therefore preferred in this case. Non
Non-symptomatic
symptomatic features are represented as nominal attributes.

Figure 7. Feature Vector Generation pseudo code

The feature vector generated is supplied to a set of classifiers. To identify the best classifier an
analysis is performed.
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5.2. Classification and Analysis

Figure 8. Classification and analysis

5.2.1. Classification
The following is the gist of steps followed during classification process:
1. Prepare Training set
2. Supply training set to the classifiers
3. Build the classification models
4. Save the models that have been built
5. Prepare the test set
6. Evaluate the test set on the saved models
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7. Analyze the performance of the classifiers
8. Choose the best classifier
9. Supply unlabeled dataset to the best classifier
10. Obtain the prediction
5.2.2. Frequency Analysis
Frequency analysis aims at correlating the frequency of occurrence of the disease over the months.
Eight most common and highly contributing symptoms for dengue have been chosen. The
occurrences of these symptoms over the months is represented using graphs to give a better
understanding of which symptom contributes the most to the presence of dengue.

6. IMPLEMENTATION
6.1. Data set used
We have used 100 samples of annotated discharge summaries as input to this system. The
personal details of the patients are already preprocessed to ensure patient confidentiality. They
contain details like age, date of birth, date of admission, patient's medical history, medication
administered to the patient during the period of stay in the hospital. And the final diagnosis of the
patient is also mentioned.
6.2. Tagged file
The above dataset is sent to a POS tagger to perform the part of speech tagging. An instance of
the tagger is created and its TagFile method is used to tag the data. This tagged file is sent to a
key term extraction algorithm and the relevant features are extracted. The duplicate terms are
removed from using the duplicates removal algorithm. These terms are stored in a file.
6.3. UMLS Look up
A subset of the UMLS containing terms relevant to the disease are used as basis to perform the
dictionary look up. The file containing the key terms is then compared with the thesaurus and
symptoms that contribute to dengue are stored in another file.
6.4. Feature Extraction and Vector Generation
6.4.1. Symptomatic features
To extract the symptomatic features, the following steps are performed:
1. A file reader object is created
2. The discharge summaries are read line by line
•

Each line is split into words

•

The words are compared with the file containing filtered output
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If there is a match , 1 is written to the feature to the feature vector

3. If there is no match,, 0 is written to the vector
6.4.2. Non- Symptomatic feature
features
symptomatic features are extracted using regular expressions. The features are extracted
The non-symptomatic
and written
ten to the feature vector file. The feature vector is saved as an arff file.
Snapshot of the generated vector is as shown:

Figure 9. Feature vector

6.5. Classification
The training set is supplied as input to 6 classifiers. Classification analysis was performed on the
classifiers. The steps involved in this analysis are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Import the weka and java packages
Call function useClassifier with the data to be classified as parameter
Create the classifier object
Build the classifier model
Save the model
Create an Evaluation object
Cross validate using 10 fold cross validation
Print the confusion matrix

The results of the analysis are discussed in the Results and Discussions section of the paper.
6.5.1. Prediction on Test Set
The test set contains the samples that aren’t known to the classification model yet. The saved
model is then evaluated on the test set and the accuracy is obtained.
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6.5.2. Prediction on Unlabeled Dataset
Unlabeled dataset is fed to the saved model. The disease label is a "?" in this case. The model
then predicts the labels for these samples.
6.5.3. Graphical User Interface
A GUI was developed to simplify access to the dengue detection system. Separate panels, one for
researchers and another for common users were developed. Researchers can upload a folder
consisting of discharge summaries which will be used as the training set. Common users can
indicate which symptoms they are experiencing and get a prediction from the system.

Figure 10. Patient GUI

Figure 11. Researcher GUI
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6.6. Frequency Analysis
To perform frequency analysis, we have used bar charts. The bar charts are generated using
JFreeCharts. The correlations of the spread of the symptoms and in turn the disease over the
months are reported briefly to give a clear picture to the researchers. This feature is only available
to the researchers.

Figure 12. Fever vs month

7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The feature vector is supplied to various supervised learning algorithms and classifier models are
generated. LibSVM is integrated software for support vector classification, regression and
distribution estimation. It supports multi-class classification. Logistic regression classifier uses a
sigmoid function to perform the classification. Multilayer perceptron is a classifier based on
Artificial Neural Networks. Each layer is completely connected to the next layer in the network.
Naïve Bayes methods are a set of supervised learning methods based on applying Bayes theorem
with the naïve assumption of independence between every pair of features. The Sequential
Minimal Optimizer uses John Plat’s sequential minimal optimization algorithm for training a
support vector classifier. It also normalizes all attributes by default. The Simple Logistic Classifier
is used for building linear logistic regression models. These classifiers are subject to two types of
classifications – 10-fold cross-validation and percentage split (2/3rd training and 1/3rd test).
Accuracies obtained from the 2 methods are compared. In addition, accuracy of the various
classifiers are analyzed based on five performance metrics (Accuracy, Kappa statistics, Mean
absolute error, Root mean squared error, Relative absolute error) [16] and the best model is
chosen.
•

Accuracy: The number of samples that are correctly classified from the given 100
input samples.

•

Kappa Statistic: The Kappa Statistic can be defined as measuring degree of agreement
between two sets of categorized data. Kappa result varies between 0 to 1intervals.
Higher the value of Kappa means stronger the agreement/ bonding. If Kappa = 1, then
there is perfect agreement. If Kappa = 0, then there is no agreement. If values of Kappa
statics are varying in the range of 0.40 to 0.59 considered as moderate, 0.60 to 0.79
considered as substantial, and above 0.80 considered as outstanding.
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•

Mean Absolute Error: Mean absolute error can be defined
ned as sum of absolute errors
divided by number of predictions. It is measure set of predicted value to actual value
i.e. how close a predicted model to actual model. The lower the value of MAE the
better the classification.
cation.

•

Root Mean Squared Error : Root mean square error is defined
ned as square root of sum of
squares error divided by number of predictions. It is measure the differences between
values predicted by a model and the values actually observed. Small value of RMSE
means better accuracy of model. Lower the value of RMSE, better the prediction and
accuracy.

•

Relative Absolute Error: Relative error is the ratio of the absolute error
erro of the
measurement to the accepted measurement. A lower percentage indicated better
prediction and accuracy.

Figure 13. Classifier analysis using 10
10-fold cross validation

Based on the above analysis, SMO is identified to be the most optimal classifier
classifier.

7.1 Analysis and correlation
The predicted results are visualized in graphical form subsequent to prediction. Counts of
occurrences of various symptoms over the months are depicted using bar charts, and these values
are compared with the graphs generated for the original training dataset. The month with
maximum manifestation of all symptoms was found to be September. This was also the month
with maximum cases of dengue, according to the prediction. This inference was also corroborated
by the graphh generated from the initial training dataset, and we gather from these graphs that
August, September and October are the months most vulnerable to dengue.
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Figure 14. Overview of all symptoms spread over the months

Figure 15. Occurrences of all symptoms over the months

8. CONCLUSION
To conclude, we have discussed, in this report, the detailed design and related algorithms for a
system to identify disorder mentions from clinical text and correlate its frequency with the time
frame. The annotated discharge summaries are tagged and feature extraction algorithms are used
to obtain the features relevant to the disease, Dengue. This is followed by the generation of a
feature vector (Binary representation). This vector is then used to train and build various
classification models and SMO is found to produce the best results. The model generated further
aids in the prediction of the disease. Bar graphs are then used to succinctly represent this
correlation. Additionally the correlation of training samples with time frame was compared with
the correlation obtained from predicted results and the disease occurrence was found to
concentrate in the months of August, September and October in both the cases.

9. LIMITATIONS
Our system uses only 15 features. Extracting more features might increase the accuracy of the
model. The feature vector is depicted using the binary representation. Using the frequency value
representation might improve overall classification.

10. FUTURE WORK
As a part of our future work, we intend to write an implementation to produce bag of words and
extract more features to produce an extensive analysis. Further, we also intend to implement
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tagging of the discharge summaries using BIOS tagging [5]. Whenever hospitals receive new
samples showing a tendency for dengue, those samples must be integrated with the existing
training set. This was, the training and predictive capacity of the model will grow, possible giving
better results in the future. To provide and up-to date analysis, we could extend the project to be
used as a desktop app or browser plugin which will automatically synchronize with new data
received from the hospitals' end.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the OBIA method based on structure tensor to identify complex coastal
landforms. That is, develop Hessian matrix by Gabor filtering and calculate multiscale structure
tensor. Extract edge information of image from the trace of structure tensor and conduct
watershed segment of the image. Then, develop texons and create texton histogram. Finally,
obtain the final results by means of maximum likelihood classification with KL divergence as
the similarity measurement. The study findings show that structure tensor could obtain
multiscale and all-direction information with small data redundancy. Moreover, the method
described in the current paper has high classification accuracy.

KEYWORDS
OBIA, Structure Tensor, Texton & Coastal Zone

1. INTRODUCTION
Remote sensing with its large amount of information, access to information faster, shorter cycle,
less restricted and so on provides a new method for the investigation of the coastal zone. In view
of the characteristics of the coastal zone, the methods of land use classification are proposed. The
original classification method of the coastal zone is based on pixel-based classification, such as
Maximum Likelihood or ISODATA. These methods are suitable for low and medium spatial
resolution remote sensing image; as for high-resolution images, information, such as texture
information single pixel able to contain has its limitation. Thus, object oriented classification is
widely used. That method firstly segment image to object, which is a series of homogeneous
regions adjacent to each other. After that, classify these objects.
In recent years, some scholars have applied the object-oriented classification to the classification
of coastal landform. In the year 2009, Wang Changying[1] has proposed a coastline extraction
methods based on Apriori Algorithm, which can extract 5 different kind of coastline: artificial
coastline, bedrock coastline, sandy coastline, muddy coastline and biological coastline. Using
such method, the extraction accuracy can reach 3 pixels by using Landsat image(30m).
Natarajan Meghanathan et al. (Eds) : ACITY, VLSI, AIAA, CNDC - 2016
pp. 69–80, 2016. © CS & IT-CSCP 2016
DOI : 10.5121/csit.2016.60907
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Proposed by Bigün[2] in 1987, structure tensor indicates the consistency of the matrix which was
originally used for detection of linear symmetry. In recent years, structure tensor method is
improved from 2 aspects:
In practice, the distance between objects and the viewpoint is different, in addition, objects have
specific spatial scale. Therefore, single scale structure tensor is unable to describe texture
information of different scales. Thus, scientists expand single scale structure tensor to multiscale
structure tensor to enhance the capacity in describing image information, Sensitive to noise,
structure tensor usually requires filtering. The most common filter is the Gaussian filter.
Nonlinear structure tensor was proposed by M Rousson et al [3] in 2003, that is, Gaussian filter is
replaced by nonlinear filter, which could preserve more information and restrain noise at the
same time.
Multiscale structure tensor is able to extract multiscale and all-direction information with small
data redundancy. In the past 30 years, it has been successfully applied in many fields such as
image recovery [4], frequency and ridge estimation [5], texture analysis [6] and image processing
in neural biology field [7]. In this paper, in order to develop multiscale structure tensor, Hessian
matrix is constructed using Gabor wavelet and nonlinear diffusion filter is used to reduce the
noise. Multiscale structure tensor serves as texture information about coastal areas.
It is difficult to directly compare the similarity of 2 objects due to different amount of pixels in
different objects. In this paper, texton histogram is used to describe the information of the
objects.
Texton is the fundamental microstructure of natural image. [8] A plurality of similar texture and
spectral features in the same texture area can compose such microstructure. These measurement
vectors have certain similarity. Typical vectors can be used to represent all similar vectors in the
region and discard the others. Which can reduce amount of computation and to multivariable
decoupling in order to reduce the correlation of vectors. The texton histogram is a typical
application of this theory. In this method, New measurement vectors are obtained by clustering
the old measurement vectors.

2. STUDY AREA AND RESEARCH DATA
The study area is located in the southeast of Hainan Island. As it’s shown in figure 1.

Figure 1. Location of Study Area
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The research data is the image of WorldView2, a high-resolution commercial remote sensing
satellite launched by Globe Digital Company in October 2009. WorldView2 contains 8 multi
spectral bands and 1 Panchromatic band. The Panchromatic resolution is 0.46m, and multi
spectral resolution is 1.84 m. In this paper, the image product has 4 bands (RGB and NIR) with
resolution at 2 m (after image fusion).

3. TECHNOLOGICAL PROCESS
The technical process is shown in Figure 2.
First, the satellite image is filtered by Gabor to develop Hessian matrix, employ nonlinear
diffusion filtering to develop structure tensor. Then the edge information of the image is obtained
by analyzing the trace and conduct watershed segment. After that, the author utilizes the trace and
eigenvalues of structure tensor, structure tensor and spectral information to develop textons and
calculate texton histogram. Finally, the author carries out the maximum likelihood classification
based on KL divergence to get the final classification result.

Figure 2. Technology Process

4. STRUCTURE TENSOR
For grey scale image I, the structure tensor is shown as Formula (4.1):
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T =∗

 

 

 




(4.1)

Where Ix is the partial derivative of the image in x direction and Iy is the partial derivative in y
direction. It is easy to extend Formula (4.1) to higher order as shown in Formula (4.2):
∑(  ) ∑(  )
T=∗

∑(  ) ∑(  )

(4.2)

For multi spectral data, the structure tensor is the sum of the tensor product of each band.
Scheunders[9] has proposed the multiscale feature description method based on wavelet and the
wavelet basis function γ satisfies the Formula (4.3):
lim, →∞ (, ) = 0
 (, )  = 1

(4.3)

Where γ is a kind of two dimensional differentiable function. Therefore, wavelet basis function
can be used as multi scale convolution kernel. The elements in a Hessian matrix are obtained by
convolving the image and calculating the partial derivative.
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Where a is the wavelet base (constant). γs is the wavelet basis function in scale s. Gabor wavelet
is used as wavelet basis function based on the method of Shoudong Han et al [7].

4.1. Gabor Filters
Gabor filters is to divided signal into many small time intervals. Using Fourier transform to
analyse each time intervals. The specific process is to add a Gaussian function to f(t) as window
function and then doing Fourier transform. As for the two-dimensional data, its window function
is as follows [10]:
(

. / +
)
0

'(, ) = )*+ , -+(

(4.5)

Put it into Gabor transformation function:

12 = -∞ 3(4)'(4 − 6), -789 4
∞

(4.6)

Obtain Gabor basis function of two-dimensional discrete data:
(

. / +
)
0

G(, ) = )*+ , -+(

cos (2@3(ABCD + CFGD))

f is the frequency, determined by formula (5.4); θis the angle, make it as 0°, 45°,90°,135°

(4.7)
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Therefore, the calculation of the multiscale structure tensor is as Formula (4.9):
∑(L  ) ∑(L L )
T=∗

∑(L L ) ∑(L  )

(4.9)

4.2. Nonlinear Diffusion Filter
PM diffusion is a nonlinear diffusion model proposed by Perona and Malik [11] in 1990. It is a
kind of nonlinear adaptive PDE algorithm. The calculation process contains detection of edge and
direction of the image. In non-edge area, the filter is isotropic of high smooth degree. In edge
area, the filter is anisotropic with low smooth degree. The application of it to images could
reduce noise and maintain or even enhance image characteristics at the same time.
Discrete nonlinear diffusion PM equation is shown in Formula (4.10):
∂T(, ) = FN('(∑7T( ∑ST(|∇Q(F, R)| )∇Q(, ))

(4.10)

Where T(x,y) is the structure tensor of pixel in the image with a coordinates of (x, y), g is the
edge detection function shown in Formula (4.11):
(

'(|∇|) = |∇|U VW

(4.11)

Where ε is a positive constant to prevent the denominator as 0; and δ is the harmonic parameter
of diffusion filter. This paper takes δ as 0.7.

5. IMAGE SEGMENTATION
In this paper, watershed segmentation is applied, which is a region-based mathematical
morphology segmentation method. It could obtain single pixel width, connection, enclosure and
accurate outline.
Watershed algorithm can only segment single band image. In case of processing multi-bands
image, certain algorithm should be used to reduce the dimension.
Structure tensor with higher order (4.2) can effectively process multi-band data. In addition, the
Hessian matrix is developed by gradient, which contains the structure information of local
neighbourhood areas without mutual offset of the gradients of rising edge and falling edge.
The trace of structure tensor of any pixel (x,y) of an image is calculated by Formula (5.1):
4X A,(, ) = 4X A,(Y

Q(, )
Q(,  + G)
Y)
Q( + Z, ) Q( + Z,  + G)

(5.1)

Where m and n is the length and width respectively of the image. In this paper, the part of trace
>0 is selected as the gradient image.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Comparison of the Results of CIE Transformation

In Figure 3, a is the gradient obtained by the method in this paper; b is multidimensional gradient
and c is morphological gradient. It can be seen that the trace of structure tensor can more
effectively use the information of each band and obtain more accurate detection of the edge.

6. CONSTRUCTION OF TEXTON
OBIA requires describing objects with complex spectral and texture information and of different
size after image segmentation. In this paper, the author develops texton to describe the
information of object. Firstly, texture operator is selected; 4 bands spectral data is combined to
develop textons. Then, the non-negative matrix factorization is employed to reduce the
dimension.

6.1 Texture Feature
Texture operator selected is shown in Table 1. A total of 20 texture feature vectors are chosen as
texture information of the object. Among them, the texture operator based on eigenvalues of the
structure tensor is estimated by Formula (6.1)
(

E(, ) = (V\(λ

. -λ+ )

+

(6.1)

Where B is a constant, taking 1 in the current paper. λ is the eigenvalue of structure tensor at the
point (x, y).
Table 1. List of Texture Feature
Texture Name
Structure Tensor
Trace
Eigenvalue
NDWI
ARVI

Dimension
12
3
3
1
1

Notification
3 scales, 4 directions a total of 12 dimensions
As formula(5.1), 3 scales a total of 3 dimensions
As formula(6.1), 3 scales a total of 3 dimensions

6.2 Non negative matrix factorization
In this paper, texture is reduced from 20 bands to 6-dimensions using non negative matrix
factorization. Reducing computation load and reducing the correlation between bands. In Figure
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4, a shows the clustering results by using this method, b shows the result without using nnmf, c
shows the clustering result by only using Spectral information.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4. Results of Clustering of the Texton

The comparison of the results of the above three methods shows that texton can effectively
identify most objects and is an effective method. NNMF not only reduces computation load, but
also reduces the correlation between bands. It maintains more information without reducing
classification accuracy after dimensionality reduction.
At a result, a 10 dimensional texton is obtained.

7. CLASSIFICATION OF THE OBJECTS
The author divides the images into the following 7 categories: seawater, land water area, forest
land, farm land, building, bare land and coastal (tidal zone) coastal (intertidal zone). based on
characteristics of the image and Szuster B W’s [12] method.
The vegetation is classified based on density degree in line with Ecker’s standards [13] as well as
the Ethnography of Hainan. Forest in the study area in the south-eastern end of Hainan Island is
the forest land and other terrestrial vegetation is farm land. The coastal type is the muddy coast,
which can be further divided into tidal and intertidal zones.

7.1. Texton Histogram of the Training Sample
With the calculation in Chapter 6, the author employs 10 dimension textons to describe the
characteristics of the object. However, the author cannot directly compare two objects due to
different amount of textons (i.e. pixels) in different objects. Therefore, Texton histogram is used
in the current paper to describe the information of object so as to compare the similarity of two
objects with different number of pixels. The process of generating texton histogram is as the
followings:
a)

Classify these textons into 9 groups by ISODATA and record the group of each texton.

b)

Obtain texton histogram by count the frequency of the group of all textons in an object.

c)

Turns different histogram in the same dimension by histogram normalization.
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Texton histogram of each class is shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Texton Histogram of the Training Sample

7.2. Maximum Likelihood Classification
The maximum likelihood is used in the current paper to classify the objects. Texton histogram
reflects the distribution of probability of various kinds of textons because it is the probability
statistics of texton types contained in the object. Therefore, this paper employs KL divergence as
similarity measurement as shown in the following Formula:
L(]||^ = ∑ ]( _B' a(

`(
Vb

(7.1)

Where p and q are the probability distribution of x. In this paper, p is the texton histogram of
subject sample and q is the texton histogram of control sample. To avoid denominator is 0,
constant a is added. This paper takes 0.01 as a value. The classification of an object can be
identified until the KL divergence is the minimum among them and it’s smaller than the threshold
value t; and t is considered as 0.1.
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7.3. Processing of Classification Result
Watershed algorithm cannot avoid the over-segmentation, so the phenomenon exists that 2 areas
adjacent to each other are of the same class The border width of Watershed algorithm is fixed as
1. Kang, T. Yung’s [14] Bridge algorithm can eliminate such boundary. Bridge algorithm is
defined as a connection of connected points. In the binary image, for a point whose value is 0, if
there is more than 2 points with value of 1 as it neighbourhood, value of the point is 1. As it’s
shown in Formula (7.2)
1 0
1 0
0 0

0
1
1cℎ G', FG4B1
1
0

0 0
1 1
0 1

(7.2)

Texton histogram of seawater and land water area is similar, water areas are combined after
extraction, mainly, the largest area is seawater.

8. RESULT OF THE EXPERIMENT AND ASSESSMENT OF THE
ACCURACY
The study area is shown in Figure 6. The image is taken by Worldview2 on June 27th, 2011,
located at 18°46′39″N 110°29′45″E with the size at 1 000×1 000 pixels.

，

Figure 5 Original Image of the Study Area
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Figure 6. the Result of Classification
Table 3. Confusion Matrix
Landform

Method in this Paper

Seawater
Land water
Forest Land
Farm Land
Bare Land
Building
Tidal
Intertidal
OA(%)
Kappa

PA(%)
100
100
90.0
84.2
73.9
90.0
89.5
94.7
90.0
0.886

UA(%)
100
100
90
80
85
90
85
90

Maximum
Likelihood
PA(%)
UA(%)
90.5
95
100
95
80.0
80
73.7
70
62.5
75
85.7
90
76.2
80
93.3
70
81.9
0.793

Method Without NIR
PA(%)
90.9
100
81.8
75
65
80
77.3
88.2
83.1
0.807

UA(%)
100
95
90
75
65
80
85
75

In table 3, first column shows the result of method in this paper, second column is the result using
Maximum Likelihood on pixel. Third column shows the result without NIR data using structure
tensor method (without NDWI and ARVI texture). Training sample of all methods are of the
same. It is found by comparison of the results of the above three methods:
Firstly, overall accuracy of Maximum Likelihood is higher than 80%, similar to structure tensor
method without NIR data. With NIR information, quality of the texture has been significantly
improved. Besides, all methods have a high accuracy among landform with obvious
characteristics like seawater which represent spectral information of the image is fundamental.
Secondly, method of this paper have an obvious improvement on classification of bare land and
farmland and that of method without NIR data is passable. Therefore, structure tensor is an
effective texture algorithm on representation of image local information.
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Thirdly, overall accuracy of the method described in this paper can reaches 90.0%, 8.9% higher
than that of the maximum likelihood method with 0.093 rise of Kappa coefficient. In conclusion,
method of this paper has high classification accuracy.

8. CONCLUSIONS
The findings of the current study demonstrate that structure tensor is an excellent texture operator
because of its capacity in obtaining all-direction and multiscale information with small data
redundancy. The overall accuracy of the OBIA method based on structure tensor adopted in this
paper is above 90% and this method can be effectively applied in classifying coastal landforms.
Meanwhile, the author finds that there is quite big room for improvement of the current method
as structure tensor texture can be further optimized by energy function of wavelet.
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ABSTRACT
Data Aggregation is a vital aspect in WSNs (Wireless Sensor Networks) and this is because it
reduces the quantity of data to be transmitted over the complex network. In earlier studies
authors used homomorphic encryption properties for concealing statement during aggregation
such that encrypted data can be aggregated algebraically without decrypting them. These
schemes are not applicable for multi applications which lead to proposal of Concealed Data
Aggregation for Multi Applications (CDAMA). It is designed for multi applications, as it
provides secure counting ability. In wireless sensor networks SN are unarmed and are
susceptible to attacks. Considering the defence aspect of wireless environment we have used
DYDOG (Dynamic Intrusion Detection Protocol Model) and a customized key generation
procedure that uses Digital Signatures and also Two Fish Algorithms along with CDAMA for
augmentation of security and throughput. To prove our proposed scheme’s robustness and
effectiveness, we conducted the simulations, inclusive analysis and comparisons at the ending.

KEYWORDS
Concealed Data Aggregation, Digital Signatures, DYDOG, Wireless Sensor Networks.

1. INTRODUCTION
WIRELESS sensor networks (WSNs) have gained much significance in past few years because
of its huge number of applications and areas of use. The application domain ranges from military
investigations to environment monitoring and ecological monitoring. The sensor networks
generally comprises of several sensor nodes gathered from deployed environments in a large
scale [1]. Sensor nodes in sensor networks face a major problem as sensor nodes are energy
constrained and these have limited power, storage, communication, and processing capabilities.
Thus the major problem in wireless sensor network is energy consumption. Thus to conserve
energy and power sensor networks brings forth the concept of data aggregation [2]. This means
Natarajan Meghanathan et al. (Eds) : ACITY, VLSI, AIAA, CNDC - 2016
pp. 81–96, 2016. © CS & IT-CSCP 2016
DOI : 10.5121/csit.2016.60908
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converting many values sensed from different environments into one single value and aggregated
value is computed at sink by the use of some mathematical functions [3]. The technique for
aggregation is used mainly for the reduction in amount of data to be sent in the sensor
environments. As a result of reduction of amount of data communicated within WSNs, there is
energy conservation of battery [4]. Sensor nodes send their readings to a special type of node for
performing aggregation of data i.e., aggregators, that sends only the condensed or aggregated
reading further [5]-[6]. These aggregators may be some kind of special nodes or normal sensor
nodes also.
Sensor nodes requires high security as it prompts many security issues like confidentiality, data
integrity, data authentication, key management, etc. High security is required in wireless sensor
networks so it is one of the most popular research topics and much advancement have been
reported on in recent years[7]. In this paper we mainly focus on security aspect of data
transmission in WSNs and we propose a method of secure transmission of encrypted data across
sensor nodes in sensing environments as well as secure key generation methods involved in
attack detection and prevention in wireless sensor networks.
Encryption of data being transmitted in WSNs is necessary as this type of sensors can be subject
to many different types of attacks. The attacker can either listen secretly the data being
transmitted in WSNs (attacker may deduce the secret key) or send forged or duplicated data to
sensor nodes, aggregators or base station (attacker may send forged data to cheat BS without
knowing the secret key) or even compromise secrets of components of WSNs by capturing them.
so as encryption is necessary sensor nodes must encrypt data on hop-by-hop basis. [8]-[9]-[10][11]. The mechanism of key generation involves an overhead activity making this an expensive
and complicated operation [13]-[14]. Different key generation schemes have been proposed but
they involve high computations for encryption of data and require more CPU, bandwidth and
memory. For this reason we in this paper are using digital signatures along with two fish
algorithm as a procedure for key generation[12].

2. DESIGN ISSUES AND ROUTING CHALLENGES IN WSN
Though the wireless sensor network have numerous applications, they have some restrictions like
limited energy supply, low bandwidth of links connecting sensor nodes or limited computational
power. The major goal of WSNs is to prolong the lifetime of the communication network and
also prevent the problems in connectivity by implementation of aggressive and efficient energy
management techniques. There are some challenging factors that influence the design of different
routing protocols in WSNs. Here in the following we present an overview of some of the routing
challenges as well as certain design issues that may affect the routing process in WSNs.

2.1. Node Deployment
This process of node deployment in WSNs is basically application dependent and it also affects
the routing performance. There are two ways of Deploying Nodes, namely deterministic and
randomized node deployment. The techniques in which sensors can be placed manually and data
routing are done through predefined paths are called deterministic deployment. However in the
case of random deployment the nodes are randomly scattered giving an impression of
infrastructure of ad-hoc distribution. Optimal clustering becomes necessary if the overall
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distribution of nodes is non-uniform simply to allow energy efficient routing or to allow
connectivity.

2.2. Energy Consumption
While performing computation or transmitting information’s, the sensor nodes use their energy
supply which is always limited in wireless environment. Thus the life of a sensor nodes shows a
heavy dependence on the network battery lifetime. Every node in a multihop WSN plays dual
role, both as a data sender and data router. Significant topological changes can be caused by
power failures which may be a result of malfunctioning of certain sensor nodes. This may require
the reorganization and rerouting of the packets being permitted in the network.

2.3. Node or Link Heterogeneity
Generally the sensor nodes are considered to be homogenous that is they all have some capacity
in terms of communication, computation and power. But sometimes sensor nodes may have
different capabilities or roles depending on their application as some of the applications may
require a blend of sensors for monitoring pressure, temperature and humidity of the environment
capturing the image or tracking of mobile objects. These special types of sensor nodes can either
be independently deployed or all the different functionalities could be included in some sensor
nodes. For example some hierarchical protocols can designate a cluster head to be different from
normal sensor nodes. The cluster heads are chosen from among deployed sensors and are more
powerful than the normal sensor nodes in terms of memory, energy and bandwidth. This handles
the burden of transmission.

2.4. Fault Tolerance and Scalability
The failure of certain sensor nodes due to physical damage or lack of power or environment
interface should not affect the overall performance of the sensor network. There may be a
problem when many nodes may fail, the MAC and the routing protocols should accommodate the
formation of new links or new routers to the data collecting BS. Thus multilevel redundancy id
required in a fault tolerant sensor network. Scalability is another issue in WSN as the number of
SN deployed in any sensing area they may be in the order of thousands or even more. The routing
scheme used must be capable of working with the huge number of sensor nodes. Also the routing
protocols being used must scalable enough to respond to any event or operation in the
environment. Most of the sensors remain in sleep state until an event occurs.

2.5. Connectivity and Coverage
Higher node density in any sensor network prevent them from being isolated from each other.
Thus the sensor nodes are expected to be well connected. This may not prevent different network
topologies from being variable and also from the network Size shrinking due to failure of some
sensor nodes. Thus the connectivity depends on the random distribution of sensor nodes. In
WSNs all the sensor nodes obtain their own view of sensing environment. This view of sensor is
limited both in accuracy as well as in range. Thus only a limited physical sensing area can be
covered. Thus Area coverage also becomes an important design parameter in WSN.
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3. PRELIMINARIES
3.1. Privacy Homomorphism Encryption
An encryption scheme with homomorphic property is privacy homomorphism encryption. The
homomorphic property means that the algebraic operations on PT can be executed with the
manipulation of the corresponding CT with the help of a key.
Dk (Ek (m1) O Ek (m2) = m1 @ m2,
Where Dk ( ) is decryption with key K., Ek ( ) is encryption with key K, O denote operations on
cipher text and @ denote operations on plaintext.
PH schemes are of two types, similar to conventional encryption schemes. First one is Symmetric
cryptosystems where keys are identical and second one is Asymmetric cryptosystem where keys
are different. Symmetric PH schemes have greater efficiency as compared to Asymmetric PH
schemes. The best known Asymmetric schemes are the one based on ECC (Elliptic Curve
Cryptography) which provides the same security as RSA cryptosystem and that too with a
smaller key size and cipher text. A 160-bit ECC cryptosystem provides the same security as
provided by a 1,024-bit RSA cryptosystem [24].

3.2. Data Aggregation and Encryption
There is a major problem of aggregation of encrypted data in WSNs [23] which was firstly
introduced by gira et al. in [10] and it was further refined in [15] .Homomorphic encryption
schemes was used to enable arithmetic operations over cipher texts that is to be transmitted on a
multi-hop basis. Secure aggregation also involves some problems with public-key encryption
mechanisms [16]-17]. Solution to public key encryption mechanism is to equip nodes with
private keys for increasing the security level. This limits the effect of attacker that compromises
some of the nodes but this is not deployed yet because of certain reasons mainly being the high
computational cost involved in encryption and decryption of plaintext and cipher texts. Also the
expansion in bit size during plaintext to cipher text conversion involves high overhead hence
depleting the sensors energy.

3.3. Routing Protocols
The efficiency of a sensor networks heavily depends on the routing protocols used. Energy
Efficient & Secure Pattern Based Data Aggregation protocol (ESPDA) was proposed that
considered data aggregation and security together for wireless sensor networks [18]. In ESPDA
cluster heads prevent transmission of redundant data from sensor nodes making ESPDA as
energy and bandwidth efficient. Next concept was Secure Reference Based Data Aggregation
(SRDA) in which the raw sensed data by sensor nodes is compared with referenced data values
and the only the differential data is transmitted rather than the raw data [19]. Hein Zelman, et al.
[20] proposed a hierarchical clustering algorithm for sensor networks. This was Low Energy
Adaptive Cluster Hierarchy (LEACH) based protocol. Here the operations were divided into
rounds and during each round another set of nodes acts as CHs. Main advantage of this was that
energy consumption is uniformly distributed among all the nodes and the main disadvantage was
that it uses scheduling criteria based on (TDMA) time division multiple access which makes it
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inclined to long delays when it is applied to large sensor networks. An enhancement over
LEACH protocol was published in [21]. This protocol was PEGASIS (Power Efficient Gathering
in Sensor Information Systems). It was a chain based protocol designed for extending the lifetime
of the network which elects a leader from the chain, based on residual energy level which results
in average energy spent by each node being reduced. Virtual Grid Architecture (VGA) was
another energy efficient routing paradigm proposed in [22]. This protocol used data aggregation
and also in network processing to maximize the lifetime of the network as it performs data
aggregation at two levels: local and global. PEGASIS greatly prolongs the lifetime of network
when transmission range is limited and VGA saves more energy when transmission range is
more.

3.4. CDA Based Privacy Homomorphism Schemes
Our work focusses on the solution for confidential data exchanges in WSNs that incorporates
data aggregation. To the best of our knowledge, CDA (Concealed Data Aggregation) was the first
concept that proposed a solution for end-to-end encryption along with the data aggregation
model. In [8], the basic idea of CDA was introduced and it also showed the way to apply privacy
homomorphism in WSNs. CDA provides end-to-end security along with providing in-network
processing. They use algebraic properties of the applied PH: additive and multiplicative PH. In
recent years, Castellucia, et al. Introduced an efficient data aggregation of encrypted data in
WSNs and this is also based on additive homomorphism of encryption scheme [15]. Next concept
introduced was CDAMA where the private keys is kept secret and it is only known by the base
station. There is same public key for SNs in same group and no one outside knows the public key
of the group. Also here BS extracts individual aggregated results from aggregated CT by
performing individual decryption.

3.5. Digital Signatures
In some hostile environments, like a military battlefield, or environment monitoring, the
broadcast authentication is an essential requirement to ensure the security and privacy of a
Wireless Sensor Networks. The best way to provide broadcast authentication is to use digital
signatures in sensor networks [25]. Public-key cryptography is considered to be too expensive for
small sensor nodes, because it (like RSA) requires extensive computations and generally is not
suitable for tiny sensors. In order to achieve Message integrity, Message Authentication Codes
(MACs) are used. It allows for the application of digital Signatures that provide Data integrity
and repudiation. Only the party that has the private key can create a particular signature. When a
message along with a signature is received, only then the corresponding public key is used to
verify the signature and once the signature verification is done, the receiver knows message
integrity is still preserved. Digital signature is the most critical security services that
cryptography offers. Digital Signature is an authentication mechanism which enables the sender
to attach a unique code (signature). The signature is generated by taking the hash of the message
and then encrypting the message with the sender’s private key. It is an NIST standard that uses
secure hash algorithm. The plaintext message, the message signature and the Public Key of
sender are bundled together and transformed into signed and encrypted message using the Public
Key of the receiver. The receiver unbundles received message and computes the message digest
of the received message that is compared to the decrypted signature.
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4. MODULE DESIGN
4.1. WSN set-up Model
In this module we set up a WSN environment in which network is divided into static clusters
containing SN. Sensor nodes having limited energy and secure communication among them are
necessary. Aggregator nodes are chosen based on residual energy level of nodes. Each sensor
nodes sends the sensed data to corresponding aggregators which aggregates the received value
and transfers the aggregated result to Base Station BS. We assume the Base Station to have
immense computational power so it generates two types of keys, both public and private keys for
sensor nodes using CDAMA scheme. All sensors have common public key but different private
keys. Now the generated key is assigned to all the sensor nodes.

4.2. Aggregation Model
In WSN information is collected by sensor nodes from deployed environments and this collected
information is forwarded to base station via multi-hop transmission based on cluster topology.
This accumulated transmission results in high energy consumption for the intermediate nodes.
Thus to increase the lifetime of the sensor networks cluster topology enables the intermediate
nodes to perform data aggregation(AG).After performing aggregation AGs forwards the
aggregated result to next hop. Aggregation of data takes place by two methods i.e., algebraic
operations (e.g., adding or multiplying) or statistical operations (e.g., mean, median, mode, max,
min). AG forwards only the aggregated result instead of forwarding the entire raw data.

4.3. Attack Model
Here in this model, we create two unauthorized sensor nodes called the attacker nodes which
have more energy and threshold as compared to the normal nodes. There are different types of
possible attacks on WSNs. Here we in this paper are considering the DOS attack Denial-ofService attack which causes Black hole attack, Wormhole attack, Sybil attacks, Selective
forwarding attacks etc. DOS attack is based on node-id. The attacker node behaves as normal
nodes with its changed node id and receives data packets and drops them causing loss of data.
Attacker nodes also change the threshold of the normal nodes thus drying the energy of the
normal nodes. There are two methods followed by the attacker nodes here. Firstly, it traces the
node id and changes the node id (based on node id) and secondly changes the threshold value
(based on energy level).

4.4. Security Model
To ensure Data integrity and Data Confidentiality homomorphic encryption is used, which allows
operations on encrypted data without decrypting them at the intermediate nodes thus preventing
the access to plaintext. Considering the security issues in WSNs, we use Dynamic Intrusion
Detection Protocol model (DYDOG) where Dynamic Intrusion Detection nodes are deployed
which acts as both forwarding node and also intrusion monitoring and detection nodes with
respect to data flow through sensor network. It uses secure session key management technique
without deploying separate intrusion monitoring nodes. This technique makes network more
dynamic and flexible against various kinds of attacks. Here in our work, we have used DYDOG
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technique along with a secure key generation scheme that is based on Digital Signatures and Two
Fish Algorithms.

5. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND SECURITY OBJECTIVES
5.1. Network Architecture and Operating Mechanism
In this paper, we consider a wireless sensor network system consisting of a fixed base station and
large number of sensor nodes. These sensor nodes are homogenous in functionalities as well as
capabilities. We suppose, the sink as reliable always , but the sensor nodes are subject to be
compromised by the attackers. In this wireless system, the data are sensed by the sensor nodes
and are transmitted to a base station with the help of CHs that performs data aggregation. We also
assume that, all sensor nodes and the BS use the symmetric radio channel, sensor nodes are
distributed randomly, and are energy constrained. The protocol used is CDAMA that elects CHs,
and a sensor node transmits the data to its CH.

5.2. Security Vulnerabilities and Objectives
Like all other type routing protocols in WSNs, CDAMA are vulnerable to number of security
attacks e.g., jamming, spoofing, replay attacks, etc. Because of depending on the CHs for data
aggregation and routing procedure, attacks involving CHs could be the serious to the network
system. If an attacker compromises the secrets of a CH, it can provoke attacks such as sinkhole
or selective forwarding attacks, thereby degrading the network performance. Also the attacker
may intend to inject any forged sensing data into the network towards the CHs. If we use
DYDOG and Digital Signatures along with the normal CDAMA protocol then we notice lesser
attacks and improved network performance on the basis of throughput, packet delivery ratio, and
throughput.

5.3. Protection from Vulnerabilities Mechanism
Wireless sensor networks are vulnerable to attacks like Denial Of Service (DOS) which includes
mainly Black hole attack, Wormhole attack, Sybil attack, Jamming attacks and selective
forwarding attacks. This is a serious problem in WSN. A packet drop attack or black hole attack
is a type of DOS attack in which a node that is supposed to relay packets actually discards them
instead. This occurs when a node is compromised by the attacker. Because the packets are
dropped from a lossy network, it is very hard to detect and prevent these packet drops. The
adversary can make several compromised nodes in Black hole intercepted region. Intruder can
also sense or read the secret data from. Similarly wormhole attack records and also uses the secret
data in unauthorized manner, Sybil attack causes faulty identification and the Selective
forwarding attack data loss in wireless sensor networks. Against these various types of attacks
Dydog model provides flexible and resilient solution by Dynamic Intrusion Detection Nodes for
High-Data rate. Dynamic Intrusion Detection Protocol model (DYDOG) Design is based on data
flow in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). In this the Dynamic Intrusion Detection nodes are
deployed which will act as forwarding node as well as an Intrusion Monitoring Node. The
selection of dynamic intrusion detection nodes are from the neighbor’s non-forwarding node list
using Secure Session Key Management approach without deploying any separate Intrusion
Monitoring Nodes. Because of this the network becomes more dynamic and flexible against
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various types of attacks and provides availability of maximum monitoring node’s with high error
rate Wireless Networks.
Within the session itself depending on mobility the monitoring nodes dynamically change its
behavior. For an attacker it creates problem to identify and attack these nodes within the limited
session. By this technique the attacks and the Compromised nodes can be effectively and easily
identified at runtime even in high data rate dynamic or static Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs).

6. OUR SCHEME
We have used DYDOG mechanism for security enhancement of CDAMA. First we performed
the Wormhole attack on CDAMA technique. Wormhole acts by three procedures.
1) Message duplication
2) Compromising the node-id of normal nodes
3) Packet dropping
To overcome this wormhole attack we use DYDOG mechanism, Digital signatures and Two fish
algorithm.
Steps involved are as follows:

6.1. Key Generation Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

If source is transmitting data
Count the number of requests
Evaluate N [expr($len_q1)*($len_$q2)*($len_$q3)]
Initialize E
Randomize GEN as value of index.
Evaluate H = [(q1)*(q2)]*GEN
Evaluate Tmax = [(T)/(x)]
Evaluate P = [(q2)*(q3)*(GEN)]
Find Public key [ ((N)*(E)*(P)*(H)*(Tmax))]
Return Public key

6.2. Encryption Procedure
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

If data is received at destination
Count the number of reply
If request= message_id then randomize the value of R
Calculate cipher text as per expression C = [(M)*(P)+(R)*(H)]
Return the value of ciphertext as C.
Calculate aggregation count AGG_C=[(Message_id *P) + (Message_id *Q) +
($Message_id *H)]
7. Return the value of AGG_C
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6.3. Aggregation Procedure
1. Compute the aggregated result as cipher text C’=C1+C2. It also includes the randomness
of both groups.
2. Return C’

6.4. Decryption Procedure
1. Compute M,M = logp (q2q3*C)
2. Return M

6.5. DyDog Two Fish and Digital Signature Procedure
In this the Dynamic Intrusion Detection nodes are deployed which will act as forwarding node as
well as an Intrusion Monitoring Node.
We define the following apps for using DyDOG along with Digital Signatures and Two Fish
algorithm.
6.5.1. Cryptographic App
1. Initialize Crypto App with new app.
2. Use the catch variable in a procedure, if catch has crypto app and it should load the path
of library where cryptography is available else it should return the error code.
3. Using the class namespace, eval , tcl drop , two fish and encryption is accessed. All will
be accessed in the name space.
4. Variable of two fish version is specified i.e., version 0.1.
5. Package is provided for accessing the two fish and tcl drop and for calling the version
initialized above
6. Package is provided for accessing the encryption and tcl drop
7. If the information is available for accessing the numversion of tcl return the same
8. Call the check module function for encryption
9. Define three procedures with keywords (Encrypt, Decrypt and Encrypt Password).
6.5.2. Cipher Text App
1. initialize cipher app with value new_app
2. if twofish.tcl file is available(file will be generated when running the code and disappears
once executed) take it as source
3. check the packages required for Itcl, Tcl 8.4, tcltest,itwofish
4. proc h2b {hex}
return [binary format H* $hex] //return the expression
5. proc b2h {bin}
binary scan $bin H* dummy //scan binary value and make it as dummy value
return $dummy //returning dummy value
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6. If length of argument value is equal to 0 for each statement with digital signature number
and cipher, then increment the testnum
7. Initialize the engine with two fish and digital signature number
8. Initialize encrypted value of engine in the encrypted block with the value of h2b and
clear
9. Initialize the decrypted value of engine in the decrypted block with the value of
encrypted which is obtained above.
10. if no string is encrypted using b2h or if no string is decrypted using b2h then reject the
increment else approve the increment
11. Initialize a file in open status and trim the string and perform Monte Carlo test.
12. If the value of input vector and Monte Carlo value is equal create another engine using
two fish and digital signature number.
6.5.3. Tests
We perform three tests here.
i.

CBC mode test:

1. Initialize the engine with two fish and digital signature number.
2. Encrypt h2b (two fish object value) and pt (variable name) and make it encrypted with
engine value.
3. Configure the engine with h2b (two fish object value).
4. Decrypt the encrypted value with engine and store it in decrypted app.
5. Access the itcl and delete the engine else call the value and check the below test
ii.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
iii.

Monte Carlo test
Initialize the engine with two fish and digital signature number.
Initialize the data with h2b (two fish object value) and pt (variable name).
Initialize the data with engine and encrypt block with data and make data encrypted.
Initialize the data with engine and decrypt block with data and make data decrypted.
Access the itcl and delete the engine else check the below test.
ECB mode test

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Initialize the engine with two fish and digital signature number.
Initialized encrypted value with engine and encrypted block with h2b (twofish object).
Initialized decrypted value with engine and decrypted block with called encrypted value.
Access the itcl and delete the engine.
If encrypted text does not match expectation or decrypted text does not match original
plaintext then increment is failed otherwise approve the increment.
6. Initialize t with some message and encrypt the same with e and the decryption of block
should be done while calling e.

6.5.4 Message App
1. Calling self to view the messages by node
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
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Globally declaring ns with digital signature without encryption
Merge the messages viewed with respect to the message id’s
Trace the node and node address
Calling self to send the size of message id and data with encrypt port.
Check the number of nodes and assign the node values to i.
Append the node id and message and assign Digital Signatures to all the nodes.

6.5.5 Check and Channel App
1. Check the value of packet size and if the expression of node boundary values is perfect
with the data node,it will start transmiting the request otherwise node transmit stop
2. Assign each packet to channel and call the watch dog procedure and send it to all the
channels.
6.5.6 Request
1. Creating new application called request.
2. Set flag as 0 and if source transmits data and reply from the destination is equal to source
received reply then start the data transmission.
3. Else update the request and transmit the request till it reached the maximum value and
initialize till request is maximum
6.5.7 Transmit
1.
2.
3.
4.

Create a new application called transmit
If source has the data received and the data received is equal to request, assign flag as 0
If flag is 0, drop the request, else transmit the request
If destinations have the received data and if node id request and node id reply are same
then initialize the reply again

6.5.8 Reply
1. Create a new application called reply.
2. If reply is received and the received reply is not equal to source, assign flag as 1.
3. If flag is 0, transmit reply or acknowledgement or data and assign flag as 1 else drop the
request.
4. Else assign flag as 1 and if reply received to node is not equal to source, transmit new
reply or acknowledgement or data and assign flag as 1.
Count the values if node transmits are equal to 0 and if count is less than 2 then transmit count
else stop the reply.

7. SIMULATION PARAMETER
This model is implemented using a network simulator 2.34. The simulation parameters are 500 X
500 sq. area, and consisted of 50 to 60 number of nodes with flat-grid topology, two ray ground
ground radio propagation model and 802.15.4 MAC layer .AODV, CDAMA, AODV under
Attack, CDAMA under attack and CDAMA along with DYDOG and Digital Signatures from
different perspectives such as Average-delay, Packet Delivery ratio, Energy Spent and
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Throughput. The network simulator set up is shown below in the table.
TABLE I SIMULATION PARAMETERS
SI. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10

Values

PARAMETERS

Simulation area
Propagation
Queue type
Antenna type
Number of nodes
Topology
Routing protocol
Maximum packets
in interface queue
length
Network interface
type
MAC type

500 X 500 square meters
Two ray ground propagation
Drop tail
Omni antenna
50 to 60 nodes
Flat grid topology
CDAMA
200

Phy/wireless
802.11

8. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
8.1. Average Delay
Average delay includes all the possible types of delays that may be either due to buffering during
route discovery latency, or queuing at the interface queue or may be the transfer times of the data
packets. The figure shows the end to end delay incurred in transferring the data from source node
to sink node by different routing schemes. The maximum delay is in AODV with attack, Sybill
attack followed by the CDAMA with attack. In an efficient network the average delay should be
less and when CDAMA is compared to AODV under attack and CDAMA under attack, it has
lesser delay but when we incorporate DYDOG along with Digital signatures the delay is further
reduced.

Fig.1. Variation of average delay with time
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8.2. Packet Delivery Ratio
Packet Delivery Ratio is the ratio of the data packets that has been delivered to destinations to
those that has been generated by constant bit rate (CBR) sources. The figure shows the packet
delivery ration achieved by different routing techniques. The packet delivery ratio is highest for
CDAMA enhanced technique followed by the normal CDAMA technique. In case of CDAMA
under attack the number of packets sent is high but received number of packets is less so the PDR
decreases for the AODV and CDAMA under attack.

Fig.2. Variation of Packet delivery Ratio with Time

8.3. Energy Consumption
Average Energy Consumption by the sensor nodes in the network is one of the most important
metrics to evaluate energy efficiency of the routing protocol that has been proposed. The figure
shows the energy spent by nodes in the sensor network. Energy consumption for CDAMA
technique is lesser than enhanced CDAMA because of some additional procedures like Two fish
algorithms, Digital signatures and Dydog mechanisms. These extra procedures result in more
energy consumption for enhanced cdama. Though DYDOG consumes little more energy but it
also increases the throughput

Fig.3. Variation of energy consumption with time
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8.4. Throughput
Throughput is the total number of routing packets transmitted per data packets that has been
delivered at destination. The throughput of CDAMA with DYDOG mechanism is more because
of digital signatures along with Two fish algorithm. Though energy consumption is more but as
throughput of overall transmission increases and hence the security also increases.

Fig.4. variation of Throughput with time.

9. CONCLUSION
The work proposes a secure, increased throughput and a better packet delivery ration scheme than
normal CDAMA technique. Here the Dynamic Intrusion Detection Protocol (DYDOG) model is
used along with Digital Signatures along with Two Fish Algorithms for CDAMA technique
where cipher text of different applications can be aggregated together. While using these
algorithms and protocols we have enhanced the working of CDAMA technique that mitigates the
impact and reduces the overall damage to acceptable condition. CDAMA performs better than the
traditional AODV routing protocol but the proposed technique provides higher security using
Digital Signatures along with two Fish algorithm. The proposed technique defends the altered
routing, selective forwarding and wormhole attacks. In this paper the energy consumption is still
a issue as this technique leads to more energy consumption by the sensor nodes In our future
work we will be proposing a technique for lesser energy consumption than the proposed
technique.
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ABSTRACT
In the present era of e-world where security has got a larger weightage, cryptography has its
role to play. Nowadays, the devices available in the market are of resource constrained type.
Hence we need lightweight ciphers for the efficient encryption of data thereby increasing the
performance. In this project a detailed study of HIGHT cryptographic algorithm is done which
outperforms standard algorithms. HIGHT is an ISO Standard block cipher which has 64-bit
block length and 128-bit key length. HIGHT was designed to be proper for the implementation
in the low resource environment such as WSN, WBN, RFID tag or tiny ubiquitous devices. It is
implemented on Spartan 6 FPGA evaluation kit and performance metrics are found out. A
HIGHT cryptocore is being designed, characterized and implemented which will be a reference
platform for hardware design engineers to model devices which require lightweight
characteristics.

KEYWORDS
HIGHT, Lightweight cryptography, low resource devices, FPGA

1. INTRODUCTION
For secret communication there is a need of hidden writing and this part of science is called
cryptography With the help of cryptography we are able to achieve data integrity, data
confidentiality and authentication. In such cases, certain protocols are created and analyzed and
they are known as ciphers. These ciphers are the combination of mathematics, computer science
and electrical science. They are mainly used in e-commerce, ATM passwords and other
applications where there is a need of privacy. In today’s world everyone needs privacy for
communication hence cryptography has a major role to play. Ciphers are basically classified into
Symmetric ciphers and Asymmetric ciphers. There is a common key for encryption and
Natarajan Meghanathan et al. (Eds) : ACITY, VLSI, AIAA, CNDC - 2016
pp. 97–105, 2016. © CS & IT-CSCP 2016
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decryption in symmetric ciphers whereas in asymmetric ciphers there is a public key to encrypt
and private key to decrypt. Hence data manipulation is done. Symmetric ciphers are further
classified as block ciphers and stream ciphers. In block ciphers, data is being divided into blocks
of particular size and whereas in stream ciphers bit by bit manipulation of the data is being done.
The block ciphers can be transformed into stream ciphers by operating in OFR and CTR modes.
In stream ciphers, hidden internal state changes as the cipher operates. Block ciphers are better
analyzed and has got broader range of applications. The basic 2 properties of the ciphers are
diffusion and confusion. Diffusion dissipates statistical structure of plaintext over ciphertext
(redundancies are dissipated) whereas confusion property gives the relationship between cipher
text and key as complex as possible. The basic design elements of a cipher include block size,
key size, number of rounds, subkey generation algorithm, round function, fast software
en/decryption and ease of analysis. Block ciphers are iterated ones i.e they transform fixed size
blocks of plaintext into identical size ciphertext through the repeated application of an invertible
transformation known as round function. Round functions take different round keys k as second
input which are derived from the original key. The design criteria for ciphers are efficiency. In
block ciphers usage of Sbox leads to larger hardware footprint. Memory expense is the major
constraint of designing a block cipher. Based on the structure of algorithm, the block ciphers are
classified into SP networks and Feistel networks. The main advantages of using fiestel network
are that en/decryption operations are very similar i.e only reversal of key schedule is required.
The cryptographic algorithms developed before 1990s was mainly focused to work on standard
devices which consume larger area and power.[2] But gradually the devices were made to work
in the resource constrained environment. For securing such devices, lightweight ciphers were
invented. These ciphers are developed bit away from industry demands. The design criteria of
lightweight ciphers are efficiency, simplicity and security. The block size can be 32,48 or 64 bits
and key size can be 80 or 128 bits. The power, area consumption of lightweight ciphers is
minimum.
In this paper, HIGHT cryptographic algorithm is implemented in both software and hardware
platform. The results and the resource utilized by the design is also given.

2. HIGHT
The block cipher HIGHT was developed in Korea. HIGHT is the shortform of HIGh security and
lightweight. HIGHT is a ISO/IEC 18033-3:2010 which has 64 bit input /output data block with
no Sbox, 32 round with XOR, modular addition and circular shift operations. The HIGHT
algorithm is defined below,
The entire plain text is divided into 8 subtexts, each 8 bit each. From the 128 master keys are
being divided into 16 keys, 8 bit each. 8 whitening keys are generated from the master keys and
the 128 subkeys from the constant generation algorithm. Out of these 8 whitening keys, first 4
are used in the initial transformation of the plain text and last 4 are used in the final
transformation. Constant generation algorithm is based on a 7-bit LFSR. The 7 bits i.e initial state
of the LFSR is ‘0101101’ and from this basic constant, by doing the XOR operation of last 2
bits next constant is being generated and the process is continued to generate further 127
constants.[1] These 128 constants along with the master keys are used to generate 128 subkeys.
In the 32 rounds of HIGHT, each round uses 4 subkeys for the operations.
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The plain text P
(1) P=P7||P6||P5||P4||P3||P2||P1||P0
Master Key K
K=K15||K14||K13||K12||K11||K10||K9||K8||K7||K6||K5||K4||K3||K2||K1||K0
Whitening and Subkey generation
a) The generation of whitening keys is defined as follows
for i = 0,1,2,3:
WKi=K(i+12)
For i=4,5,6,7:
WKi=K(i-4)
b) The 128 subkeys are used for encryption and decryption, 4 subkeys per round .
The generation of sub keys is defined as follows.
(1) s0 = 0 , s1 = 1, s2 = 0, s3 = 1, s4 = 1, s5 = 0, s6 = 1
d0 = s6 || s5 || s4 || s3 || s2 || s1|| s0
(2) for i =1 to 127 ;
s (i+6) = s(i+2) [^] s(i-1)
di = s(i+6) || s(i+5) || s(i+4) || s(i+3) || s(i+2) || s(i+1) || s(i)
(3) for i = 0 to 7 ;
for j = 0 to 7 ;
SK ( 16 * i + j ) = K ( j - i mod 8 ) [ + ] d ( 16 * i + j )
for j= 0 to 7 ;
SK ( 16 * i + j + 8 ) = K ( ( j – i mod 8 ) + 8 ) [ + ] d( 16 * i + j + 8 )
Initial transformation
(2)

X0,0 = P0 [+] WK0
X0,2 = P2 [^] WK1
X0,4 = P4 [+] WK2
X0,6 = P6 [+] WK3
X0,1 = P1
X0,3 = P3
X0,5 = P5
X0,7 = P7

32 rounds
(3) For i = 0 to 30:
X(i+1),0 = Xi,7 [^] (F0(Xi,6) [+] SK(4*i + 3))
X(i+1),2 = Xi,1 [+] (F1(Xi,0) [^] SK(4*i))
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X(i+1),4 = Xi,3 [^] (F0(Xi,2) [+] SK(4*i + 1))
X(i+1),6 = Xi,5 [+] (F1(Xi,4) [^] SK(4*i + 2))
X(i+1),1 = Xi,0
X(i+1),3 = Xi,2
X(i+1),5 = Xi,4
X(i+1),7 = Xi,6
For i=31:
X(i+1),1 = Xi,1 [+] (F0(Xi,0) [^] SK124)
X(i+1),3 = Xi,3 [^] (F1(Xi,2) [+] SK125)
X(i+1),5 = Xi,5 [+] (F0(Xi,4) [^] SK126)
X(i+1),7 = Xi,7 [^] (F1(Xi,6) [+] SK127)
X(i+1),0 = Xi,0
X(i+1),2 = Xi,2
X(i+1),4 = Xi,4
X(i+1),6 = Xi,6
Final transformation
(4)

C0 = X32,0 [+] WK4
C2 = X32,2 [^] WK5
C4 = X32,4 [+] WK6
C6 = X32,6 [^] WK7
C1 = X32,1
C3 = X32,3
C5 = X32,5
C7 = X32,7

Final Cipher Text
5) C=C7||C6||C5||C4||C3||C2||C1||C0
The F0 and F1 round functions are:
F0(x)=( x<<<1 ) [ ^ ] ( x<<<2 ) [ ^ ] ( x<<<7 )
F1(x)=( x<<<3 ) [ ^ ] ( x<<<4 ) [ ^ ] ( x<<<6 )
The decryption operation is identical in operation to encryption apart from the following two
modifications
(1)All [+] operations are replaced by [-] operations except for the [+] operations connecting SKi
and outputs of F0
(2)The order in which the keys WKi and SKi are applied is reversed.
The toplevel block diagram of HIGHT is shown below
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Figure 1. Toplevel Diagram

3. SOFTWARE PLATFORM IMPLEMENTATION
All the cryptographic algorithms are implemented on a software platform so that their behavior in
such an environment is found out. The software platform implementation mainly aims at
optimization of speed, memory size, power or energy.

Figure 2:Input Output Diagram
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Figure 3: MATLAB Result

Figure 4: ModelSim Result

The HIGHT algorithm was implemented in MATLAB and MODELSIM 6.2c. Based on the
input- output diagram of HIGHT, the Verilog code was created and was implemented in the
software environment. The MATLAB calculator for the HIGHT was created and it was
verified.To simulate the Verilog code, the code was run on the ModelSim and the results were
found out. The results obtained are shown.
Table 1:Function Table
PLAINTEXT

MASTERKEY

CIPHERTEXT

0011223344556677

ffeeddccbbaa99887766554433221100

23ce9f72e543e6d8

0000000000000000

00112233445566778899aabbccddeeff

00f418aed94f03f2

0123456789abcdef

00112233445566778899aabbccddeeff

73aa299327a22684

0123456789abcdef

ffeeddccbbaa99887766554433221100

8181e2a70f8346f7

0000000000000000

ffeeddccbbaa99887766554433221100

3181ff9102b64cca
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4. HARDWARE PLATFORM IMPLEMENTATION
Hardware implementations are mainly done on FPGA and ASIC technology. In ASIC, main
aim is to reduce the design time. Comparing to ASIC implementation, FPGA is more
advantageous because it provides flexibility, agility of algorithms and modifications are made
easier. The Verilog code was run on Xilinx 14.3 and the synthesis results were obtained. The
code was implemented on a Spartan -6 evaluation kit XC6SLX45T-3FGG484.

Figure 5: Xilinx Result

5. ONCHIP DEBUGGING AND PROTOTYPING RESULTS
Finally design is being analyzed using the ChipScope Pro Analyzer and on chip results were
obtained. These results were used to compare with the simulation and synthesis results .The
results obtained are shown below

Figure 6 : On Chip Debugging Results

Power Analysis report is obtained on XPA tool on the Spartan-6 kit and from the report the
power consumed by the design is equal to 0.037 W. After implementing on the FPGA kit, the
design was implemented on ASIC platform and the area, power and timing details were obtained.
The area consumed was found to be 0.22µm2 and power consumed was found to be 0.06 nW
.And the maximum frequency of operation is found to be 119.847 MHz . These results obtained
from the ASIC implementation are used to calculate the performance metrics of the HIGHT
cryptographic algorithm. Calculated throughput is 767.018Mbps.
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Table 2 :Resource Utilization Summary
Slice Logic Utilization
Number of Slice Registers
Number used as Flip Flops
Number of Slice LUTs
Number used as logic
Number used exclusively as route-thrus
Number of occupied Slices
Number of MUXCYs used
Number of bonded IOBs
Number of BSCANs
Average Fan-out of Non-Clock Nets

Used
2,409
2,409
2,689
2,453
236
991
568
1
1
3.85

Available
54,576

Utilization
4%

27,288
27,288

9%
8%

6,822
13,644
296
4

14%
1%
1%
25%

6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper focuses on the characterization of HIGHT algorithm and has developed an IP Core of
HIGHT which will be reference one for the design engineers. A detailed study on HIGHT block
cipher was done and carried out its algorithm validation. HIGHT block cipher is a lightweight
block cipher of block size 64 bit and key size 128 bit targeted to provide cryptographic security
for resource constrained applications e.g. RFID, sensor networks etc. The behavioural description
of the design is written in Verilog HDL and simulated using XilinxISE 14.3 and ModelSim 6.2 c
software platforms. Then the design is successfully implemented on Xilinx Spartan6 FPGA. The
performance metrics were found out and the results are presented. A detailed analysis of HIGHT
cryptographic algorithm was done. In-depth analysis of linear and differential attacks needs to be
carried out.
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ABSTRACT
An implementation of IEEE 1149.1 TAP controller is presented in this paper. JTAG is an
established technology and industry standard for on-chip boundary scan testing of SoCs. JTAG
TAP controllers are becoming a delivery and control mechanism for Design For Test. The
objective of this work is to design and implement a TAP controller IP core compatible with
IEEE 1149.1-2013 revision of the standard. The test logic architecture also includes the Test
Mode Persistence controller and its associated logic. This work is expected to serve as a ready
to use module that can be directly inserted in to a new digital IC designs with little
modifications.

KEYWORDS
IP core; IEEE 1149.1, TAP; TMP controller; JTAG; boundary scan; DFT

1. INTRODUCTION
A TAPC is probably the most common part used in support of on-chip testing. With the
emergence of IJTAG many SOC design will be using multiple TAPC for accessing internal logic
during test. TAPC is a part of the IEEE 1149.1 standard. IEEE 1149.1, the standard for test
access port and boundary scan architecture is a common platform for device, board and system
level testing. The standard, popularly known as JTAG was originally introduced in the year 1990
and it is now a well established technology in the industry. A TAPC is probably the most
common part used in support of on-chip testing. The original motivation for JTAG was boundary
scan testing. Boundary scan is a method for gaining direct control of IO pins of a circuit at
boundary of chip during test. This enables efficient testing on interconnection between devices
that are mounted on a circuit board. The JTAG control is not limited at just the boundary of
device it can also be used to gain access to internal structures during the test of device itself. It
provides low cost technique for functional, and in- circuit testing that does not requires the test
system to have direct access to each node.
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The architecture of IEEE 1149.1 boundary scan includes a Test Access Port (TAP) interface,
TAP controller (TAPC) logic, Boundary Scan Registers (BSR), Instruction Register (IR) and Test
Data Registers (TDR). The IR and TDR form separate scan paths arranged between the Test Data
Input (TDI) pin and Test Data Output (TDO) pin. This architecture allows the TAP to select and
shift data through one of the path without accessing the other. When the test logic is active only
one register is connected between the TDI and TDO interface depending on the value at Test
Mode Select (TMS) signal. TCK is the test clock and is not synchronized with the system clock.
A significant advantage of JTAG is that it requires only a minimum set of test access pins as it
uses a serial interface. It facilitates design reuse and provides a standard protocol on-chip testing.
But when this standard is used for boundary-Scan chained device is put into test mode where
their I/Os are completely under control of the Boundary register content. But when the chained
TAPs pass through the TLR state; these instructions are replaced with not test mode instructions.
The I/O pins then revert to being connected to the internal device logic which will be in an
unknown state. The results of this reconnection are unpredictable [3].
The 2013 revision of the standard consider this issue and suggest an optional controller for
avoiding disruptions caused to the device. An attempt is made to study the effect of the new
controller to the test logic of the standard.

2. TAP CONTROLLER
TAP controller is a synchronous machine which provides access to the device under test and
controls the behaviour of test logic using its 4-wIRed interface. It is a 16 state FSM which
generates clocks and control signals to the associated test logic. Figure 1 shows the top level
architecture of TAPC. Test clock TCK and mode select signal TMS controls the operation of
TAPC. An optional TRSTN pin may be used to asynchronously reset the test logic if required and
it is active low. A reset of the test logic can also be achieved within five TCKs or less by setting
the TMS input high.
The TAPC will be initialized to test logic reset state at the power up. State transitions occur on
the rising edge of TCK based on the value of TMS. The FSM has two scan paths for data
transmission: one for instruction scan and other for data scan. The state diagram includes six
steady states: Test-Logic-Reset, Run-Test/Idle, Shift-DR, Pause-DR, Shift-IR, and Pause-IR. To
load and execute a new instruction FSM control is moved to the Select IR-Scan state, from
where, it moves through the various states, Capture-IR, Shift-IR, and Update-IR, as required. The
last operation is the Update-IR operation and the instruction loaded into the shift section of the
Instruction register is latched to the Instruction register to become the new current instruction.
This causes the Instruction register to be deselected as the register connected between TDI and
TDO and the Data register identified by the new current instruction to be selected as the Data
register between TDI and TDO. From now, one can manipulate the data register with the generic
signals; Capture-DR, Shift-DR, and Update-DR control signals. TCK can be stopped in either a
high or low state without loss of data.
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Fig 1. TAP top level

The functional table for the implemented example is given in table 1 with the encoding. The
encoding used here is just an example. Different encoding schemes may be used.
Table 1. Functional table of TAP

2.1. Simulation Results
The design is simulated using Modelsim simulator and the waveform obtained is shown in figure
2. The state transition and output signals of TAPC can be verified by applying the following
exhaustive test pattern to the TMS input:
1011000100010000110001000010001000110011
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An assumption is made that the signals applied to TMS and TDI change state on the rising edge of TCK. The time at
which these signals change state is not defined by this standard. It is further assumed that the design does not include
the optional device identification register. Therefore, the figures show the BYPASS instruction being set onto the
output of the instruction register in the Test-Logic-Reset controller state. When TRSTN is asserted FSM is at TLR
state(current state),encoded as F in table 1 and at each rising edge of TCK signal travel through subsequent states as
per the IEEE specification with its corresponding outputs (shift IR through reset_o) asserted

Fig 2. Simulation waveform of tap controller

3. IEEE 1149.1-2013 REVISION
Since the last revision of the standard in 2001, the industry witnessed a drastic change in the IC
technology. Many of these changes have been driven by design complexity and there are many
devices available with programmable features including programmable IO behaviour [4].
Boundary scan testing put the device IOs in to test mode were their IOs are controlled by
boundary register contents. The standard uses instructions like EXTEST and CLAMP for this.
When the non-test instructions like BYPASS or IDCODE is encountered between the test mode
instruction the TAP pass through TLR state and IO pins are revert back to functional mode [4].
These switching events are completely unsynchronised with current activities in the board, so that
the internal logic of each IC may see completely illogical states [3].
The concept of “ready_to_test” was introduced in [3]. The IEEE 1149.1-2013 revision introduces
such a concept to the standard where the device under test is place and hold in test mode till the
testing process is over. And the optional initialisation instruction added keeps the device in safe
mode when the test is over. The standard also includes other recommendations, most of them
being optional and is summarized below.
Test-Mode Persistence (TMP) Controller (optional): New, optional, synchronous finite state
machine which assert test mode regardless of active instruction
Electronic Chip Identification (ECIDCODE) (optional): The ECIDCODE instruction and
associated ECID register instruction permits tracking the history of the component through its
lifetime.
Initialization (optional): The problem of initializing a device for test has been addressed by
providing a new, optional INIT_SETUP, INIT_SETUP_CLAMP, and INIT_RUN instructions
paired with their associated initialization data and initialization status test data registers.
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IC Reset (optional): Provide test control of system reset and related inputs through TAP.
Power domain control (optional): to support multiple power domains in a system having a single
TDR, an optional standard TAP to TDR interface is recommended that allows for segmentation
of test data registers. The concept of register segments allows for segments that may be excluded
or include.
Procedural Description Language (PDL) (optional): a new executable description language to
document test procedures unique to a component.

4. IP CORE ARCHITECTURE
The demand for more powerful products and the increasing capacity of today's silicon technology
have moved the design methodology to the system abstraction level. The integration technology
supports the integration of a complete system in silicon (System-on-chip) and design
methodologies are more and more based on pre-defined and pre-designed Intellectual Property
blocks (IP-core). The reusing of IP-cores has been an alternative to reduce the increasing gap
between design productivity and chip complexity of emerging SoC designs [7]. [7] suggests a
structured method for IP core design.
Figure 3 shows the revised test logic architecture. It includes the optional TMP controller
(TMPC) and the associated TMP status register as per the specification in IEEE 1149.1-2013
revision. The IR used here is a four bit shift register. Only bypass register and TMP status register
is the implemented data registers. Boundary scan registers and other optional registers are not
implemented in this architecture.

Fig .3 Conceptual schematic of the IP core
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4.1. TMP Controller
TMPC is a synchronous state machine which keeps a device in test mode persistently Irrespective
of the state of the remaining test logic. During board or system test TMP controller provides
control over which components are in test mode and which are not, independent of the active
instruction [1]

Fig 4. TMP controller top module

The TMP controller is an FSM, as shown in figure 5, with two states: persistence on and
persistence off. State of the controller is determined by decode signals from instruction register
and TAP controller output signals. Asynchronous reset options, either TRSTN or POR*, must be
provided to reset the controller.
Table 2. TMP controller signals
Pin name
Clamp hold
decode
Clamp release
decode

Type

Signal origin

Function

In

From IR

To set TMP controller to persistence on mode

In

From IR

To set TMP controller to persistence off mode

Bypass decode

In

From IR

Sets the bypass escape bit to 1 together with the update
signal

Update IR

In

From TAP

State of TAP which sets the bypass escape bit

Reset*

In

From TAP

Reset signal from TAP. Generate chreset

Bypass_escape

In

From TMP
status register

Allows a component to escape test mode

TAP_por*

In

Input pin

Asynchronous on-chip reset at Power up

Tck

In

Input pin

Clock

Chreset*

Out

TMP_status

Out

To boundary
register
To boundary
register

Reset signal to boundary registers
Indicates State of TMP controller
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Fig 5. TMP controller state diagram

A possible implementation of TMPC is shown in figure 6. TMPC generates reset signals to
control the boundary registers and other design specific registers. The TMPC together with the
initialisation instruction allows safe switching between mission mode and test mode of system
being tested.

Fig 6. TMP controller example implementation

4.2. TAP Instruction Scan
Instructions maybe loaded in to TAP controller's IR by traversing the TAP state machine down to
Update-IR state. At this state, the current contents of the register are shifted out (by TDO) as new
value is shifted in. However, the value shifted out will always be fixed with 01 as last to bits, as
mandated by the IEEE 1149.1standard for use in testing the functionality of the JTAG interface.
The procedure for shifting a bit in and out of either shift register (IR or DR) is identical; the TAP
state machine must be in the Shift-IR or Shift-DR state, respectively. The input bit (at TDI) is
sampled by the TAP controller on the rising edge of each TCK cycle, while the output bit is
driven out on the falling edge of the TCK cycle.
For each bit in the transfer, except the final bit, TMS must remain low. This is important so that,
as each bit is shifted in and shifted out, the state machine remains in the Shift-IR
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Instruction shift operation at IR shift register (ir [3:0]) currentstate [3:0] is at shift_ir state (b)

FIG 7. TAP IR scan

4.3. TAP Data Scan
Shifting values into and out of the DR of the TAP controller is performed in a similar manner to
that of the IR. The simulation result of data scan is given in figure 8.

Fig 8. TAP DR scan
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4.4. Simulation Results of Test Logic
The test logic is simulated using Xilinx ISE design suite and the result is shown in figure 9.

Fig 9. Test logic simulation waveform

5. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS
Design is implemented in Xilinx XC6LX16
XC6LX16-CS324 evaluation board and results are analyzed.
The Xilinx nexys evaluation board is used here for physical design automation (floor planning,
placement and rooting). The RTL design is also analyzed using Cadence Encounter™ RTL
Compiler. Cadence RTL Compiler is a powerful tool for logic synthesis and analysis for digital
designs. The FPGA utilization of TAPC is shown in table 3.
Table 3. Resource utilization of TAP controller
Logic Utilization
Number of slice flip flops
Number of 4 input LUTs
Number of occupied slices
Number of bonded IOBs
IOB latches
Number of BUFGMUXs
Average fan-out
out of Non
Non-clock nets

Used
4
13
7
18
7
1
7.00

available
1536
11536
768
63

utilization
1%
1%
1%
28%

8

12%

Table 4. Resource utilization of IP core
Logic Utilization
Number of slice flip flops
Number of 4 input LUTs
Number of occupied slices
Number of bonded IOBs
Number of BUFGMUXs

Used
17
19
10
13
1

available
8224
9112
2278
232
16

utilization
1%
1%
1%
5%
6%
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The area in terms of the cells used is shown in figure 10.

Fig 10 Area consumption of TAPC

Alternatively the area may also be represented using number of gate equivalent (GE). The GE is
an estimation of hardware design complexity independent from circuit realisation and fabrication
technology. One approach to calculate the GE is by dividing design area over area of one GE.
Using the values from fig.5 the approximate GE of TAPC is obtained to be 66

Fig 11. Gate count of TAP
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Power usage of TAPC in terms of leakage and dynamic power dissipation is shown in figure 12.
The leakage power gives the static power dissipation during quiescent condition and dynamic
power is the power usage during its normal operation.

Fig 12. Power usage of TAPC

Power usage of IP core using XPower analysis tool in terms of leakage and dynamic power
dissipation is shown in figure 13. The leakage power gives the static power dissipation during
quiescent condition and dynamic power is the power usage during its normal operation.

Fig. 13. Power usage of IP core

6. CONCLUSIONS
The thesis proposes design and implementation of the IEEE 1149.1-2013 TAP controller IP core.
The design is synthesised using Xilinx® ISE and implemented in Xilinx nexys 3 evaluation
board. The proposed work is fully compatible with the standard and provides a reusable module
with a robust and easily testable design. This work is expected to serve as a ready to use module
that can be directly inserted in to a new digital IC designs with little modifications.
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ABSTRACT
Analyzing interconnection structures among the data through the use of graph algorithms and
graph analytics has been shown to provide tremendous value in many application domains (like
social networks, protein networks, transportation networks, bibliographical networks,
knowledge bases and many more). Nowadays, graphs with billions of nodes and trillions of
edges have become very common. In principle, graph analytics is an important big data
discovery technique. Therefore, with the increasing abundance of large scale graphs, designing
scalable systems for processing and analyzing large scale graphs has become one of the
timeliest problems facing the big data research community. In general, distributed processing of
big graphs is a challenging task due to their size and the inherent irregular structure of graph
computations. In this paper, we present a comprehensive overview of the state-of-the-art to
better understand the challenges of developing very high-scalable graph processing systems. In
addition, we identify a set of the current open research challenges and discuss some promising
directions for future research.

KEYWORDS
Big Data, Big Graph, Graph Processing, Graph Analytics, Graph Parallel Computing,
Distributed Processing, Graph Algorithms

1. INTRODUCTION
The Big Data delineates huge data set to store, process and analyze. These data are generated by
the daily aggrandizement of data from various sources, call for Big Data to knob these perplex
data. Therefore, the conventional means of handling data are now obsolete, emerging Big Data
with full-fledged, and qui vive for research in these data. Therefore, NoSQL is a prominent field
in Big Data. The Big Graph is part of NoSQL which is gigantic in size, perplex to handle, and
arduous to visualize.
Recently people, devices, processes and other entities have been more connected than at any
other point in history. In general, the complex relationships, interactions and interdependencies
Natarajan Meghanathan et al. (Eds) : ACITY, VLSI, AIAA, CNDC - 2016
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between objects are naturally modelled as graphs. Therefore, graphs have been used to represent
data sets in a wide range of application domains, such as social science, astronomy,
computational biology, telecommunications, semantic web, protein networks, and many more. In
practice, graph analytics is an important and effective big data discovery tool. For example, it
enables identifying influential persons in a social network, inspecting fraud operations in a
complex interaction network and recognizing product affinities by analyzing community buying
patterns.
Nowadays, graphs with millions and billions of nodes and edges have become very common. For
example, in 2012, Facebook has reported that its social network graph contains more than a
billion users (nodes) and more than 140 billion friendship relationships (edges). The enormous
growth in graph sizes requires huge amounts of computational power to analyze. In practice,
distributed processing of large scale graphs is a challenging task due to their size in addition to
their inherent irregular structure and the iterative nature of graph processing and computation
algorithms. Graph algorithms are becoming increasingly important for analyzing large datasets in
many fields. Real-world graph data follows a pattern of sparsity that is 1not uniform, but highly
skewed towards a few items. Implementing graph traversal, statistics and machine learning
algorithms on such data in a scalable manner is quite challenging. As a result, several graph
analytics frameworks such as Giraph, FlashGraph, GraphChi, X-Stream and many more, have
been developed, each offering a solution with different programming models and targeted at
different users.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides basic information about Big
Graph. In Section 3, we discussed about Big Graph processing systems like Apache Giraph, GPS,
and many more. We present Big Graph Analytics frameworks like Ringo, PowerGraph and so on
in Section 4. Graph Algorithms for solving many problems in scientific computing, data mining
and other domains, are discussed in Section 5. The future directions of Big Graph are discussed
in Section 6. And finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. BIG GRAPH
We can simply define Big Graph as,
“Big Data + Structure = Big Graph”
Big graphs are ubiquitous, ranging from social networks and mobile call networks to biological
networks and the World Wide Web. The sources of real-world large-scale graphs include:
●

Social graphs (Facebook, Twitter, Google+, LinkedIn, etc.)

●

Endorsement graphs (web link graph, paper citation graph, etc.)

●

Location graphs (map, power grid, telephone network, etc.)

The size of large scale graphs used in the recent literature is given in table 1.

1

https://www.ibm.com/developerworks/library/os-giraph
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Table 1: Large Scale Graphs in current literature
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Name

Nodes

Edges

Web Graph

More than 20 billion nodes
(pages)

More than 160 billion edges
(hyperlinks)

Facebook

More than a billion nodes (users)

More than 140 billion edges (friendship
relationships)

LinkedIn

Almost 8 million nodes

Almost 60 million edges

SemanticWeb

3.7 million nodes (objects)

400 million edges (facts)

3. BIG GRAPH PROCESSING
The growth of graph-structured data in modern applications such as social networks and
knowledge bases creates a crucial need for scalable platforms and parallel architectures that can
process it in bulk.

3.1. Pregel
Pregel[3] is a scalable, general-purpose system for implementing graph algorithms in a
distributed environment. It is known as the first Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP), an
implementations that provides a native API specifically for graph algorithms using a “think like a
vertex” computing paradigm. The basic computation model of Pregel is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1. Pregel Computation Model with three supersteps and three workers[4].

In Pregel, programs are expressed as a sequence of iterations (supersteps), in each of which a
vertex can receive messages sent in the previous iteration, send messages to other vertices, and
modify its own state and that of its outgoing edges. The input graph is loaded once at the start of
a program and all computations are executed in-memory.

3.2. Giraph
Apache Giraph[1] is an iterative graph processing system built for high scalability. It runs
workers as map-only jobs on Hadoop and uses HDFS for data input and output. Giraph adds
several features including master computation, sharded aggregators, edge-oriented input, out-of-
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core computation, and more. It also uses Apache ZooKeeper for coordination, checkpointing, and
failure recovery schemes. With a steady development cycle and a growing community of users
worldwide, Giraph is a natural choice for unleashing the potential of structured datasets at a
massive scale. For example, it is currently used at Facebook to analyze the social graph formed
by users and their connections.

3.3. Mizan
Mizan[8] is a scalable framework for supporting graph mining algorithms in large parallel
computing infrastructures. It is a layer between the users’ code and a variety of computing
infrastructures, such as Linux clusters, cloud environments and supercomputers. Mizan examines
the graph structure and decides the placement of the data and the low level message passing
mechanism transparently to the users’ code. It uses message passing and implements an instance
of the Bulk Synchronous Parallel model.

3.4. GPS
GPS[9] is an open-source system for scalable, fault-tolerant, and easy-to-program execution of
algorithms on extremely large graphs. It is a distributed system, designed to run on a cluster of
machines, such as Amazon's EC2. GPS offers Large Adjacency List Partitioning (LALP), an
optional performance optimization of algorithms that send to all of its neighbors the same
message. GPS also features an optional dynamic migration scheme. Dynamic migration
repartitions the graph during the computation by migrating vertices between workers, to improve
workload balance and network usage.

3.5. GraphLab
GraphLab[11] is a framework for asynchronous parallel graph computations in machine learning.
It differs from Pregel in that it does not work in bulk synchronous steps, but rather allows the
vertices to be processed asynchronously based on a scheduler. The vertex functions can run at
any time as long as specified consistency rules are obeyed. It is therefore well-suited for the
machine learning types of applications for which it is defined, where each vertex accumulates
information from its neighbors' states and updates its state, possibly asynchronously. It extends
the shared memory GraphLab abstraction to the distributed setting by refining the execution
model, relaxing the scheduling requirements, and introducing a new distributed data-graph,
execution engines, and fault-tolerant systems.

3.6. Graph Sample and Hold
Graph Sample and Hold (gSH)[7] is a stream sampling framework that supports analytics over
big graphs. The nice property of gSH consists in building theoretically sound unbiased estimators
derived from the sample graph, but still robust for the estimation of different properties of the
target (big) graph, yet conveying in high accuracy and tolerable approximation errors.

3.7. Pregelix
Pregelix[6] is a dataflow-based Pregel-like system built on top of the Hyracks parallel dataflow
engine. It combines the Pregel API from the systems world with data-parallel query evaluation
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techniques from the database world in support of large scale graph analytics. This combination
leads to effective and transparent out-of-core support, scalability, and throughput, as well as
increased software simplicity and physical flexibility. To the best of our knowledge, Pregelix is
the only open source Pregel-like system that scales to out-of-core workloads efficiently, can
sustain multi-user workloads, and allows runtime flexibility.

4. BIG GRAPH ANALYTICS
Analytics is the ability to discover meaningful patterns and interesting insights into data. Graph
analytics is a special piece of analytics where the underlying data can be modeled as a set of
graphs. Graph analytics is a rapidly developing area where a combination of graph-theoretic,
statistical and database techniques are applied to model, store, retrieve, and perform analyses on
graph-structured data.

4.1. In-Memory Big Graph Analyitcs
PowerGraph: A scalable, distributed graph computation framework written in C++.
PowerGraph[12] supports both the highly-parallel bulk-synchronous Pregel model of
computation as well as the computationally efficient asynchronous GraphLab model of
computation. PowerGraph exploits the Gather-Apply-Scatter (GAS) model of computation to
factor vertex-programs over edges, splitting high-degree vertices and exposing greater parallelism
in natural graphs. It allows vertex-partitioning to effectively place its large scale graph in a
distributed environment.
GraphX: GraphX[14] enables distributed dataflow frameworks such as Spark to naturally
express and efficiently execute iterative graph algorithms. To achieve performance parity with
specialized graph systems, GraphX recasts graph-specific optimizations as distributed join
optimizations and materialized view maintenance. By leveraging advances in distributed dataflow
frameworks, GraphX brings low-cost fault tolerance to graph processing. GraphX API enables
the composition of graphs with unstructured and tabular data and permits the same physical data
to be viewed both as a graph and as collections without data movement or duplication.
Ringo: A system for construction and analysis of large scale graphs on a single large memory
multicore machine that combines high productivity analysis with fast and scalable execution
times. Ringo [10] table operations, transformations between tables and graphs, and several graph
algorithms are fully parallelized to take full advantage of the multi-core environment, and the set
of graph algorithms available for parallel execution is under constant expansion.

4.2. SSD-Based Big Graph Analytics
FlashGraph: It stores vertex state in memory and edge lists on SSDs. FlashGraph[19] runs on
top of the set-associative file system (SAFS), a user-space filesystem designed to realize both
high IOPS, and lightweight caching for SSD arrays on non-uniform memory and I/O systems. It
uses an asynchronous user-task I/O interface to reduce overhead associated with accessing data in
the filesystem and overlap computation with I/O. FlashGraph selectively accesses edge lists
required by a graph algorithm from SSDs to reduce data access; it conservatively merges I/O
requests to increase I/O throughput and reduce CPU consumption; it further schedules the order
of processing vertices to help merge I/O requests and maximize the page cache hit rate.
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4.3. Disk-Based Big Graph Analytics
GraphChi: A disk-based system for computing efficiently on graphs with billions of edges.
GraphChi[13] is able to execute several advanced data mining, graph mining, and machine
learning algorithms on very large graphs, using just a single consumer-level computer. It
partitions the vertices into disjoint intervals and breaks large edge list into smaller shards
containing edges with destinations in corresponding intervals. GraphChi uses a vertex-centric
processing model, which gathers data from neighbors by reading edge values, computes and
applies new values to the vertices, and scatters new data to neighbors by writing values on the
edges.
X-Stream: An edge-centric graph processing system, uses streaming partitions to utilize the
sequential streaming bandwidth of the storage medium for graph processing. X-Stream[17]
introduces an edge-centric scatter-gather processing model. In the scatter phase, it streams every
edge, and generates updates to propagate vertex states. In the gather phase, it streams every
update, and applies it to the corresponding vertex state.
TurboGraph: A disk-based graph engine that process billion-scale graphs very efficiently by
using modern hardware on a single PC. TurboGraph[15] is the first truly parallel graph engine
that exploits full parallelism, including multi-core parallelism and FlashSSD IO parallelism, and
full overlap of CPU processing and I/O processing as much as possible.
Chaos: A graph processing system designed for analytics on big graphs using small clusters.
Chaos [16] builds on the X-Stream single-machine graph processing system, but scales out to
multiple machines. It treats the aggregate storage of all machines as a single at disk and uses
work stealing to balance the load across nodes in the cluster. With very limited pre-processing,
Chaos achieves sequential storage access, computational load balance and I/O load balance.
GridGraph: A system for processing large-scale graphs on a single machine using 2-level
hierarchical partitioning. GridGraph[18] breaks graphs into 1D-partitioned vertex chunks, and
2D-partitioned edge blocks using a first fine-grained level partitioning in preprocessing. It uses a
new streaming-apply the model that streams edges sequentially and applies updates onto vertices
instantly.

4.4. Issues and Challenges of Big Graph Analytics
High-degree vertex: Graphs with high-degree vertices are computationally challenging and
contribute heavily communication and storage overhead. In addition, these graphs are difficult to
partition.
Sparseness: Splitting sparse graph requires more communication, more computation and more
synchronization.
Data-driven computations: Graph computations are often completely data-driven. The
computations performed by a graph algorithm are dictated by the vertex and edge structure of the
graph on which it is operating rather than being directly expressed in code. As a result,
parallelism based on partitioning of computation can be difficult to express because the structure
of computations of the algorithm is not known apriori.
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Unstructured problems: Similar to difficulties encountered in parallelizing a graph problem based
on its computational structure, irregular structure of graph data makes it difficult to extract
parallelism by partitioning the problem data.
In-memory challenge: The large-scale graph does not fit in a single memory location, because of
its immense in size. Instead of SSD or HDD, the graph data should reside in the RAM, such that
the response time would become minimal.
Poor locality: Because graphs represent the relationships between entities and because these
relationships may be irregular and unstructured, the computations and data access patterns tend
not to have very much locality. Performance in contemporary processors is predicated upon
exploiting locality. Thus, high performance can be hard to obtain for graph algorithms, even on
serial machines.
Communication overhead: The high-degree vertices incur communication overheads. Today, the
high-degree vertices are in millions, but tomorrow will be in the billions, and beyond.
Load balancing: When we analyze graphs such as power-law graphs, then we have to pay extra
attention to load balancing.

4.5. Applications of Big Graph Analytics
Graph analytics has wide ranging applications in many diverse domains such as Internet and
overlay management, road networks, online social networks, etc.
4.5.1. Machine Learning
One of the most popular application of machine learning is recommendation systems. One
approach to the design of recommendation systems that has wide use is collaborative filtering.
The Netflix movie recommendation task uses collaborative filtering to predict the movie ratings
for each user, based on the ratings of similar users.
4.5.2. Social Network Analysis
Graphs are employed heavily in online social networks. The reason for this popularity is that
graphs offer a natural way of representing various kinds of relationships that are important for
these applications.
4.5.3. Semantic Networks
A semantic network is a graph structure for representing knowledge in patterns of interconnected
nodes and arcs. Declarative graphic representation is common to all semantic networks that can
be used to represent knowledge and support automated systems for reasoning about the
knowledge.
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4.5.4. Biological Networks
Interactions arise naturally in biology and it can be assembled into networks of graphs where the
nodes are biological entities and edges represent molecular interactions, associations between
diseases.
4.5.5. Friend Recommendations
Existing social networking services recommend friends to users based on their social graphs,
which may not be the most appropriate to reject a user's preferences on friend selection in real
life.

5. GRAPH ALGORITHMS
Graph algorithms are becoming increasingly important for solving many problems in scientific
computing, data mining and other domains.

5.1. PageRank
PageRank[20] is a method for computing a ranking for every web page based on the graph of the
web. It is used by Google to rank webpages based on the idea that more important websites likely
receive more links from other websites. PageRank has applications in search, browsing, and
traffic estimations.

5.2. Connected Components
A connected component, in an undirected graph, is a connected subgraph of the graph. In a
directed graph, connected component can either be weakly connected or strongly connected.
Weakly and strongly connected component are respectively weakly and strongly connected
subgraphs of a graph.

5.3. Single Source Shortest Path (SSSP)
The single-source shortest path problem is a classical problem in the research field of graph
algorithm. In SSSP problem, we have to find the shortest paths from a source vertex ‘v’ to all
other vertices in a graph.

5.4. Triangle Counting
In this algorithm, each vertex shares its neighborhood list with each of its neighbors. Each vertex,
then checks if any of their neighbors overlap with the neighborhood list(s) they received. With
directed edges and no cycles, the total number of such overlaps gives the number of triangles in
the graph. With undirected edges, the total number of overlaps gives 3-times the number of
triangles.
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5.5. Collaborative Filtering
It is used, for example, to recommend products based on purchases of other users with similar
interests. This is a machine learning algorithm that estimates how a given user would rate an item
given an incomplete set of (user, item) ratings.

6. FUTURE DIRECTION
In the era of big data, interest in analysis and extraction of information from large data graphs is
increasing rapidly. Graphs are now widely used for data modeling in application domains for
which identifying relationship patterns, rules, and anomalies are useful. These domains include
web graph, social networks, semantic web, protein-protein interaction networks, bibliographical
networks, etc. The ever-increasing size of graph-structured data for these applications creates a
critical need for scalable systems that can process large amounts of it efficiently.

7. CONCLUSION
The usage of large scale graph processing platforms is rapidly expanding in both academia and
industry. In principle, large scale graph processing platforms are increasingly important as more
and more problems require dealing with graphs. To this end, we presented a thorough survey of
the state-of-the-art of the emerging platforms in this domain. In addition, we have provided an
overview of the recent studies for benchmarking and evaluating some of the existing platforms.
Finally, we identified and presented a set of the current open research challenges and also
presented some of the promising directions for future research. In general, we believe that there
are still many opportunities for new innovations and optimizations in the domain of large scale
graph processing. Hence, we consider this article as an important step in helping researchers to
understand the domain and guiding them towards the right direction to improve the state-of-theart.
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